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ABSTRACT 
The estimation of variance components serves as an integral part of the evaluation 
of variation, and is of interest and required in a variety of applications (Hugo, 2012). 
Estimation of the among-group variance components is often desired for quantifying 
the variability and effectively understanding these measurements (Van Der Rijst, 
2006). 
The methodology for determining Bayesian tolerance intervals for the one – way 
random effects model has originally been proposed by Wolfinger (1998) using both 
informative and non-informative prior distributions (Hugo, 2012).  Wolfinger (1998) 
also provided relationships with frequentist methodologies.  From a Bayesian point of 
view, it is important to investigate and compare the effect on coverage probabilities if 
negative variance components are either replaced by zero, or completely 
disregarded from the simulation process. 
This research presents a simulation-based approach for determining Bayesian 
tolerance intervals in variance component models when negative variance 
components are either replaced by zero, or completely disregarded from the 
simulation process.  This approach handles different kinds of tolerance intervals in a 
straightforward fashion.  It makes use of a computer-generated sample (Monte Carlo 
process) from the joint posterior distribution of the mean and variance parameters to 
construct a sample from other relevant posterior distributions. 
This research makes use of only non-informative Jeffreys‟ prior distributions and 
uses three Bayesian simulation methods.  Comparative results of different tolerance 
intervals obtained using a method where negative variance components are either 
replaced by zero or completely disregarded from the simulation process, is 
investigated and discussed in this research. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND  
For any manufacturing product to be classified as a quality product, that particular 
product should meet and exceed customer satisfaction (Lam and Wang, 1993). For 
this to happen, “quality improvement” processes should be put in place. The goal of 
any quality improvement process is to improve customer satisfaction by decreasing 
and eliminating defects (Lam and Wang, 1993).  The quality of a product can usually 
be quantified by observable characteristics of the product or the manufacturing 
process which produces the product. Nominal (target) value and a tolerance 
(acceptable) region are two characteristics that are set to identify the quality 
performance of a product (Lam and Wang, 1993).  Engineers and customers set 
these kinds of specifications to meet their specific (quality) needs (Hugo, 2012).  
Preferably, these quality characteristics should be set at the nominal value with no 
statistical variation (Hugo, 2012).  However, variation in a manufacturing process is 
inevitable and as a result there is a statistical distribution associated with these 
quality characteristics (Lam and Wang, 1993).   
As Lieberman (1957) puts it, if the quality of the product is normally distributed with 
known mean,  , and known standard deviation,  ,  adding to and subtracting from   
the quantity      , will result in the formation of two-sided tolerance limits, where 
     represents normal deviation corresponding to     (Lieberman, 1957).  An upper 
one sided tolerance limit is therefore given by       while a lower limit is given by 
     .  Nonetheless, in practice, the value   and   are hardly known and 
estimates of these values, i.e. the sample mean ( ) and sample standard deviation 
( ), are used respectively (Weissberg and Beatty, 1960).  
However, before one could state that     of a manufactured product lies below the 
upper one-sided tolerance limit given by         , this statement cannot be 
extended to include the limit          (Lieberman, 1957).  The reason for this is 
the quantities sample mean,  ,  and sample standard deviation,  , are random 
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variables, and therefore the limit depends on the exact outcome of the sample 
(Weissberg and Beatty, 1960).  Different samples will thus lead to different limits and 
therefore to determine exactly how close these limits are to         , will depend 
on how good the estimates of   and    were (Lieberman, 1957). 
Statistical estimation proposes methods of obtaining estimates of true population 
characteristics from samples (Litvine, 2008).  Such estimations are referred to as 
estimates of unknown parameters.  Statistical inference not only suggests methods 
for obtaining optimal (the best) estimates, but also offers means of describing the 
accuracy and reliability of the given estimates (Litvine, 2008).   
It is clear then that the portion of the products contained within the three specified 
tolerance limits given by 
i. [      
 
      
 
   for two-sided tolerance limits; 
ii. [           for a lower one-sided tolerance limit; 
iii.  [           for an upper one-sided tolerance limit; 
will not always cover a specified proportion       of the manufactured products.  
Nevertheless, it is possible to find constants   in a way such that in a large series of 
samples from a normal distribution, a fixed proportion   of the above mentioned 
intervals will contain           or more of the distribution.  The finite limits of 
these intervals are known as statistical tolerance limits (Lieberman, 1957).  
Several extensive tables of factors   for two-sided tolerance limits have been 
computed.  Bowker (1983) presented a table containing tolerance factors for a 
normal distribution table in 1947 (see Lieberman, 1957).  More recently, Lieberman 
(1957) made modification to the distribution table that Bowker (1983) presented.  In 
Lieberman‟s table, a provision was made such that the table could be used to 
compute    from sample sizes other than    
Lehmann and Casella (1998) stated that quality characteristics can be obtained by 
using either point estimation or interval estimation.  In statistics, point estimation 
involves the use of sample data to compute a single value which serves as a “best 
guess” or best estimate of an unknown (fixed or random) population parameter 
(Casella and Berger, 2001).  Interval estimates usually represent either confidence 
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or tolerance intervals in the case of Frequentist inference, or credibility intervals in 
the case of Bayesian inference (Lehmann and Casella, 1998).  In general, point 
estimation alone is not sufficient for a complete inference, since a measure of 
uncertainty is also needed (Hugo, 2012).  Point estimation does not allow room for 
uncertainty since it uses just a single point estimate.  Interval estimation on the other 
hand does take some uncertainty into account.  It does so by its wide interval (range) 
which takes some margin of uncertainty into account.  For this uncertainty which the 
point estimator fails to account for, interval estimation is needed (Casella and 
Berger, 2001). 
Additionally, depending upon the size and characteristics of the data, point 
estimators of variance components can be highly inconstant (Casella and Berger, 
2001).  For certain values of the variance component estimators, the predictors 
obtained by substituting these values in the “Best Linear Unbiased Predictor”, are 
naturally unappealing (Van der Rijst, 2006).  It is therefore recommended widely that 
confidence intervals be constructed for variance components (Van der Rijst, 2006). 
According to Casella and Berger (2001), once sampling has taken place from a 
population defined by a density or mass function       , where   represents the 
population index, knowledge of   yields knowledge of the entire population.  
Therefore, it is natural to seek a method of finding a good estimator of  , that is, a 
good point estimator (Casella and Berger, 2001).  For that, one can use a set 
estimator in which the inference is represented by the statement that      , where 
       and         represents a set determined by the value of the data     
observed (Casella and Berger, 2001).  If   is represented by a real-value, then, 
generally one wants the set estimator   to be an interval (Casella and Berger, 2001).  
The uncertainty which the point estimators fail to account for is computed by the size 
of the interval and its probability of covering the parameter (Casella and Berger, 
2001). 
According to Jandrell and van der Merwe (2007) as well as Hugo (2012) “statistical 
tolerance intervals (or limits) are determined using sample data obtained from some 
process”.  The variation visible within the process is quantified by these tolerance 
intervals (Jandrell and van der Merwe, 2007).  Based on the observed sample data, 
the potential of the process is identified by specifying minimum and maximum values 
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(Jandrell and van der Merwe, 2007).  These minimum and maximum values bound a 
region that will probably (with probability,  ) contain more than a certain 
proportion,  , of the total population (Jandrell and van der Merwe, 2007).  It is 
however accepted that with the complimentary probability, the bound region will 
contain less than the proportion   (Jandrell and van der Merwe, 2007)”. 
Wolfinger (1998) stated that there are three kinds of tolerance intervals in common 
use.  All three these commonly used tolerance intervals can take the following forms: 
lower limit         an upper limit (      , and a two-sided limits (          The three 
commonly used tolerance intervals are listed below: 
 The   - expectation tolerance interval, where   is the expected coverage of 
the interval which is measured on a probability scale and is typically set to a 
value close to   (Wolfinger, 1998). 
 The (     tolerance interval, where   represents the content (the fraction of 
the population to be included by the interval) and   represents the confidence 
(the reliability of the interval).  Both   and   lie between   and   and are 
characteristically given values of           or     .  In contrast to the   –
expectation tolerance interval, the (     tolerance interval focus on prediction 
of two or more future observations from the process and tend to be wider than 
the corresponding  -expectation tolerance intervals (Wolfinger, 1998). 
 The fixed - in - advance tolerance interval, in which the interval limits are 
constant and one wishes to estimate the proportion of process measurements 
it contains. Fixed-in-advance tolerance intervals invert the prediction problem 
by considering the content of predetermined bounds (Wolfinger, 1998). 
According to Lam and Wang (1993), the proportion of conformance is a measure of 
how well the production process meets the specification limits.  Under appropriate 
distributional assumptions, the proportion of conformance can generally be 
estimated not only for univariate, but also multivariate quality characteristics over 
fairly general shapes of tolerance regions (Lam and Wang, 1993).  
To exemplify the proportion of conformance, consider the following:  Suppose   
represents a chosen quality characteristic of interest with a nominal value  .  
Suppose further that   and   represent the lower and upper specification limits 
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respectively, then, according to Lam and Wang (1993),           and    
       represent the proportion of products with its quality characteristic   below   
and above , respectively.  The proportion of conformance    is then given by   
                      (Lam and Wang, 1993). 
Jensen (2009) states that it is often vital to make a quality assessment on a product 
or process to determine how likely it is to meet customer requirements.   For some 
quality characteristic, a response is measured and compared with some speciﬁcation 
in order to determine whether or not the product/process is satisfactory (Jensen, 
2009). One way to make such an assessment is through statistical intervals 
calculated from a sample set of data (Litvine, 2009). It is very common to use 
conﬁdence or tolerance intervals to make assessments about the mean and/or 
standard deviation (Hugo, 2012). One could for example state, “we are     
conﬁdent that the true mean for this product is between   and  ” (Jensen, 2009). It 
is however often ideal to make statements about individual values of a product or 
process also.  A prediction interval should then be used to make quality statements 
about future individual observations (Jensen, 2009).  
Furthermore, one can for instance use a prediction interval to make statements like 
„„we are     conﬁdent that the value for a future individual part will be between   
and  ‟‟ or “we are     conﬁdent that the mean of four future individual parts will be 
between   and  ” (Jensen, 2009).  If the values of   and   from a conﬁdence or 
prediction interval are within the speciﬁcations, then we have some level of comfort 
that the product/process performs as we would like it to perform (Jensen, 2009). 
Many authors including Fertig and Mann (1974) and Mee and Owen (1983) have 
derived methods to construct tolerance intervals in the presence of two variance 
components.  However, their approaches were quite complex and unrealistic and 
these authors did not incorporate any prior information about the model parameters.  
Thomas Bayes, on the other hand developed a methodology that may be more 
acceptable.  In short, the Bayesian procedure requires prior information about the 
parameters in order for marginal posterior distributions to be obtained with relative 
ease using Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation (Smith and Roberts, 1993). 
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According to Casella and Berger (2001), in the Bayesian methodology,   ,..,    
represents a random sample which can be drawn from a population indexed by  , 
where   is assumed to be a quantity whose variation can be defined by a probability 
distribution (called the prior distribution).  A sample is then drawn from this 
population indexed by   and the prior distribution is updated with this sample 
information.  The updated prior is then called the posterior distribution (Casella and 
Berger, 2001). 
Suppose that sampling from   normal populations with means    for          and 
variances   
  for         are considered, then according to Van der Rijst (2006) 
there are three general types of models that can be defined.  The first one is fixed 
effect model, the second one is known as a random effect model and the third one is 
known as a mixed effect model (Van Der Rijst, 2006).  Fixed effects model arises if 
the   
  are equal and the interest is to make statistical inferences about    (Van Der 
Rijst, 2006).  If the    are equal and the interest is in making inferences about   
 , the 
model is known  as a random effects model (Van Der Rijst, 2006).  If the interest is in 
making inferences about    and/or   
 , when they are different for each population, 
the model is known as mixed model (Van Der Rijst, 2006).  Van Der Rijst (2006) also 
mentioned that variance components are related with random effects and appear in 
both random and mixed models.  “Random effects contain factor levels that have 
been randomly selected from a population of factor levels” (Van Der Rijst, 2006).  
The focus of any inference is however on the population and not the sampled factor 
levels. Variance components represent variances of populations of factor levels and 
are of interest in any investigation that contains random effects (Van Der Rijst, 
2006).  
Wolfinger (1998) stated that variance component models are suitable in settings 
where variability and multiple sources of variability occur. These suitable variance 
component models are often used in quality control, since these models tolerably 
handle multiple sources of variability well (Wolfinger, 1998). 
As Van der Rijst (2006) pointed out, the random effects model defines a model with 
multiple sources of random variation.  If a random effects model with two variance 
components is considered, the first of these variance components is referred to as 
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the “between batches” variation, and the second one as the “within batch” variation 
of the model.  This random effects model with two variance components is given by  
                
                                
where     is a random variable which takes as its value the response of the  
   
observation from the   batch.  Here,   denotes the overall mean,  +   is the mean of 
the     batch, and     an observable random error (Hugo, 2012). The estimation of 
variance components aid as an important part of the assessment of variation, and 
are of interest, and required, in a variety of applications (Hugo, 2012).  Estimations of 
the among-group variance components are often preferred for quantifying the 
inconsistency and also to effectively understand these measurements (Van der Rijst, 
2006). 
Hugo (2012) mentioned that, once a suitable variance component model is carefully 
chosen, a key response that carries information about the quality of a product can be 
measured. These measurements are then used to estimate model parameters which 
can be done by using either a single number (point estimate), or by a range of 
scores (interval estimate) (Hugo, 2012). Statistical intervals properly calculated from 
sample data, are likely to be significantly more informative to decision makers than 
obtaining a point estimate alone because statistical intervals take uncertainty into 
account (Casella and Berger, 2001).  Statistical intervals are usually a great deal 
more meaningful than statistical significance or hypothesis tests (Van der Merwe and 
Hugo, 2007). These statistical intervals are therefore of utmost importance to 
practitioners and thus management (Van der Merwe and Hugo, 2007). 
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1.2 SOME HISTORY OF TOLERANCE INTERVALS AND VARIANCE 
COMPONENTS 
The construction of tolerance intervals has a rich history dating back over half a 
century Wolfinger (1998).  See for example, Wilks (1941), Wald (1942), Guttman 
(1970), Hahn and Meeker (1991), Zacks (1971), Mee and Own (1983), Mee (1984a 
and b), Miller (1989), Bhaumik and Kulkarni (1991, 1996) and Vangel (1992) for 
some reviews on this research (Wolfinger, 1998). 
Much of these previous works have considered the standard normal distribution with 
an unknown mean and an unknown variance (Hugo, 2012).  Though, this model 
does not directly apply to one-way or two-way random effects models, since it does 
not account for the two or more sources of variability (Hugo, 2012).  Vangel (1992, 
1994) however extended his research and employed the random effects (variance 
components) model to obtain one sided tolerance limits for a one-way balanced 
random effects model and Wang and Iyer (1994) derived tolerance intervals in the 
presence of measurement error (Wolfinger, 1998).   
Moreover Bagui, Bhaumik, and Parnes (1996) obtained one-sided tolerance limits for 
unbalanced m-way random effects models and more recently Krishnamoorthy and 
Mathew (2004) provided a simple approach that produces satisfactory one-sided 
tolerance limits for the balanced as well as unbalanced one-way random effects 
models.   
Wolfinger (1998) presented a simulation-based approach for determining Bayesian 
tolerance intervals in a balanced one way random effects model.  By applying the 
procedure to tensile strength data, he illustrated the flexibility and unique features of 
the Bayesian simulation method for the construction of tolerance intervals (Van der 
Merwe and Hugo, 2007). 
Burdick and Graybill (1988) underlined some history of the theoretical development 
of Variance Components models. As stated previously, there are three kinds of 
models that can be defined; they are fixed effects, random effects and mixed models 
(Van der Rijst, 2006).  The fixed effects model is by far the most developed model 
among the models mentioned.  As mentioned by Van der Rijst (2006), Fisher (1924) 
developed a procedure for analysing the fixed effects model and called the 
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procedure “the analysis of variance.”  The procedure included optimum methods for 
point estimation, confidence intervals, and hypothesis tests.  In a classical paper, 
Kolodziejczyk (1935) provided the general theory for the linear model that included 
the fixed effects models (Van der Rijst, 2006). 
According to Van der Rijst (2006), for the period from the 1930‟s, 1940‟s and 1950‟s, 
an incredible amount of work was done which generalized this model (Components-
of-Variance models).  Most of the papers on variance components during the 1930‟s 
and 1940‟s concerned point estimation.  The variance components model received 
much less attention during this period (Van der Rijst, 2006). One of the early papers 
that attempted approximate procedures was by Smith (1936) on “The problem of 
comparing results of two experiments with unequal errors”.  Two other important 
early papers were by Yates and Zacopanay (1935) and Daniels (1939) on “The 
Estimation of Components of Variance”.  By 1951 enough work on variance 
components had been done for Crump (1951) to write a paper entitled, “The present 
status of variance components” (Van der Rijst, 2006). 
 Van der Rijst (2006) claims that during the late 1940s and throughout the 1950s 
much work was done on procedures for obtaining approximate confidence intervals 
on linear combinations of variances.  This work included contributions by 
Satterthwaite (1941, 1946), Green (1954), Welch (1956), Huitson (1955), Bulmer 
(1957), and Moriguti (1955).   Most of the work on variance components during this 
period was based on the analysis of variance as if the model was a fixed effect 
models.  Graybill and Hultquist (1961) gave conditions when this technique led to 
optimum point estimation of linear combinations of variance components. 
During the 1960‟s and 1970‟s, point estimation of variance components received a 
lot of attention (Van der Rijst, 2006).  Searle (1971) provided a summary of these 
and other activities.  Burdick and Graybill (1988) reviewed this research and reported 
the present status of confidence intervals for functions of variance components.  
Most of the results for confidence intervals on functions of variance components 
have considered balanced variance component models (Van der Rijst, 2006).  More 
recently results for unbalanced models have been published. For more results on 
these, see Searle (1988) who reviewed some of the history on results obtained for 
unbalanced and mixed models (Van der Rijst, 2006). 
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1.3 SOME HISTORY ON MONTE CARLO SIMULATION METHODS AND 
SOME AREAS OF ITS APPLICATIONS 
Fishman (1995) stated that Monte Carlo methods (or Monte Carlo Simulations) are 
an extensive class of computational procedures that depend on repetitive random 
sampling in order to obtain numerical results.   In other words, simulations are run 
repeatedly in order to calculate the same probabilities heuristically, just like really 
playing and recording your results in a real casino situation (Anderson, 1986).  
Metropolis (1987) stated that the modern version of the Monte Carlo method was 
invented in the late 1940s by Stanislaw Ulam, while he was working on nuclear 
weapon projects at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. Immediately after Ulam's 
discovery, John Von Neumann understood its importance and programmed the so 
called Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer (ENIAC) to carry out Monte 
Carlo calculations (Metropolis, 1987). Being secret (at that time), the work of von 
Neumann and Ulam required a code name. Von Neumann chose the name Monte 
Carlo (Anderson, 1986). The name refers to the Monte Carlo Casino in Monaco 
where Ulam's uncle borrowed money to gamble (Anderson, 1986 and Hubbard, 
2007).  
Monte Carlo methods are used by physicists and mathematicians to help them solve 
problems that are difficult or impossible to obtain by using other “similar” methods 
(Baeurle, 2009). Monte Carlo methods are mostly used in three different areas: 
optimization, numerical integration and generation of samples from a probability 
distribution (Anderson, 1986). 
According to Hubbard (2009), Monte Carlo methods are mostly useful for simulating 
occurrences with significant uncertainty in inputs and systems with a large number of 
coupled degrees of freedom. They are used to model occurrences with significant 
uncertainty in inputs, such as the calculation of business risk (Hubbard, 2009). 
Furthermore, these methods are extensively used in mathematics, for instance, to 
calculate multidimensional confident integrals with complex boundary conditions 
(Hubbard, 2009).  
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“When Monte Carlo simulations have been applied in space exploration and oil 
exploration, their predictions of failures cost overruns and schedule overruns are 
normally better than human perception or different other methods”(Hubbard, 2009).  
Additionally, areas of application of Monte Carlo methods include: Physical sciences, 
Engineering, Geostatistics, Aerospace engineering, Biological systems, Computer 
graphics, Applied statistics, Artificial intelligence, Telecommunications, Mathematics, 
Business finance and many other areas (Baeurle, 2009 and Golden, 1979).   
Before the Monte Carlo method came to being, simulations tested a previously 
understood deterministic problem, and, statistical sampling was used for the 
estimation of any doubts in the simulation process (Metropolis, 1987). Monte Carlo 
simulation overturned this approach, solving deterministic problems by using 
probabilistic analogies (Metropolis, 1987). 
According to Metropolis (1987), Buffon‟s needle experiment could be seen as a 
Monte Carlo method.  Buffon set up an experiment in which pie (   (where   
represents the circumference of a circle) could be predicted by dropping needles on 
a floor made of parallel strips of wood. In the 1930s, Enrico Fermi first experimented 
with the Monte Carlo method while studying neutron diffusion, but did not publish 
anything on it (Metropolis 1987). 
In 1946, physicists at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory were observing radiation 
shielding and the distance that neutrons were expected to travel through several 
materials (Eckhardt, 1987).  Even though these physicists had most of the needed 
data (such as the average distance a neutron would travel in a substance before it 
collided with an atomic nucleus, and how much energy the neutron was expected to 
give off following a collision) they were unable to explain the problem by the use of 
conventional, deterministic mathematical methods (Eckhardt, 1987).  Stanislaw Ulam 
had the idea of using random experiments. He reported his inspiration as follows: 
“The first thoughts and attempts I made to practice (the Monte Carlo Method) were 
suggested by a question which occurred to me in 1946 as I was recovering from an 
illness and playing solitaires. The question was what are the chances that a Canfield 
solitaire laid out with 52 cards will come out successfully?  After spending a lot of 
time trying to estimate them by pure combinatorial calculations, I wondered whether 
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a more practical method than "abstract thinking" might not be to lay it out say one 
hundred times and simply observe and count the number of successful plays. This 
was already possible to envisage with the beginning of the new era of fast 
computers, and I immediately thought of problems of neutron diffusion and other 
questions of mathematical physics, and more generally how to change processes 
described by certain differential equations into an equivalent form interpretable as a 
succession of random operations. Later (in 1946), I described the idea to John von 
Neumann, and we began to plan actual calculations. - Stanislaw Ulam” (Eckhardt, 
1987). 
Sawilowsky and Fahoome (2003) listed some characteristics of a high quality Monte 
Carlo simulation: 
 The pseudorandom number generator has certain characteristics (for 
instance, a long “period” before the sequence repeats).  
 The pseudorandom number generator must produce values that are random.  
 To ensure correct results, there should be enough samples. 
 The right sampling procedure should be used.  
 The procedure used must be effective for what is being modeled. 
 It simulates the phenomenon in question.  
Pseudorandom number sampling procedures are used to transform uniformly 
distributed pseudorandom numbers into numbers that are distributed according to a 
given probability distribution (Sawilowsky and Fahoome, 2003). 
Monte Carlo methods differ, but they have a habit of following a specific 
pattern/order.  According to Kalos and Whitlock (2008), Monte Carlo methods follow 
these following four steps: 
I. State your domain (value/area) possible inputs.  
II. Generate inputs randomly from a probability distribution over the mentioned 
domain.  
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III. Perform a deterministic computation on the inputs.  
IV. Aggregate the results and study it.  
Kalos and Whitlock (2008) provided an example where they considered a circle 
inscribed in a unit square. Given that the circle and the square had a ratio of areas 
that was    , the value of   could be estimated using a Monte Carlo method. 
According to Kalos and Whitlock (2008), the four points mentioned below show how 
easy it is to estimate   (from the above example) using a Monte Carlo method: 
I. Draw a square on the ground and then inscribe a circle within it.  
II. Consistently scatter some objects of uniform size (for example grains of 
wheat) over the square.  
III. Count the number of objects inside the circle as well as the total number of 
objects scattered.  
IV. The ratio of the two counts is an estimate of the ratio of the two areas, which 
in this case is    . Multiply the result by   to estimate  .  
In the above procedure, the domains of inputs were represented by the square that 
confines the circle.  Random inputs were generated by sprinkling grains of wheat 
over the square then perform a computation on each input (test whether it falls within 
the circle or not) (Kalos and Whitlock, 2008).  Finally, the aggregated results are 
used to obtain the final result, the approximation of  . 
Also, there were some crucial matters that had to be taken notice of regarding the 
above simple Monte Carlo simulation.  
Firstly, if the grains were intentionally dropped into only the center of the circle, then, 
they were not uniformly distributed.  The approximation would therefore be poor. 
Secondly, there should be a large number of inputs, in other words, the 
approximation would be generally poor if only a few grains of wheat were randomly 
dropped into the whole square. The approximation therefore on average improved as 
more grains were dropped (Kalos and Whitlock, 2008). 
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1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
In statistics, negative variances do not occur.  However, by simulating variance 
components using the expected mean squares from an ANOVA table (expected 
mean squares are functions of variance components) the situation sometimes arise 
when negative simulated values are obtained for these variance components.  This 
situation occurs in Bayesian and Classical statistics where variance components are 
simulated. 
In Classical statistics, the problem is usually dealt with by replacing all negative 
estimated variance components with zero.  In the Bayesian case however, all 
simulated parameters obtained for a specific iteration of the simulation procedure is 
disregarded if a negative variance component is obtained.  A complete new set is 
then simulated to replace the disregarded set of simulated values. 
This may, however, have the undesired effect of resulting in an over estimation of 
the Bayesian credibility or tolerance intervals.  This over estimation may therefore 
imply that, for example, a     credibility interval will have a coverage probability 
larger than the nominal        
1.5 AIM OF THE STUDY 
From a Bayesian point of view, it is important to investigate and compare the effect 
on coverage probabilities if negative variance components are either replaced by 
zero, or completely disregarded.  Informal recommendations can then be made. 
1.6 OUTLINE OF THE STUDY 
This study is organised as follows: Chapter 1 provides the introduction and some 
background information on tolerance intervals, variance components and Monte 
Carlo simulation methods and its application.  Chapter 2 provides some existing 
literature.  Chapter 3 presents the methodology used for this research. Chapter 4 
carries the actual simulation procedure and results comparison and chapter 5 
provides the conclusion for this research.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1  INTRODUCTION 
In Classical statistics, whenever negative variances arise, these negative variances 
are replaced by zero.  In the Bayesian statistics however, these negative variances 
are disregarded and a complete new set is then simulated to replace the disregarded 
set of simulated values. 
In the Bayesian method, only positive values are used for the simulation process.  As 
mentioned in chapter 1, in Bayesian models, this disregarding of negative variance 
and other estimates simulated on the same trail may result in an overestimation of 
the true variances, which may result in, for instance,     credibility interval 
coverage rates larger than the nominal    .   
According to Cai and Wang (2009), statistical tolerance intervals are vital in 
numerous industrial applications ranging from pharmaceutical manufacturers to the 
engineering industry.  Additionally, Lin and Liao (2004) state that statistical tolerance 
intervals are very common and are useful in life-testing, process reliability studies, 
pharmaceutical producers, engineering, and many other areas.  For example, an 
application of tolerance intervals to manufacturing involves comparing specification 
limits prescribed by the client with tolerance limits that cover a specified proportion of 
the population.  See, for instance, Katori et al. (1995), Hauck et al. (2005), Hahn and 
Meeker (1991) and Hahn and Chandra (1981).   
Hugo (2012) pointed out that “in any production process, engineers/customers will 
specify tolerances or externally determined specification limits.  These specification 
limits are specified for many characteristics. These characteristics are based on 
considerations of requirements for fit, or function in use, or in subsequent levels of 
assembly”. 
The proportions within which a produced part should fall in order to be acceptable, is 
a common example (Easterling, Johnson, Bement and Nachtsheim, 1991). To shield 
against measurement error and to keep the production facility working as normal, 
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engineers may specify tolerance limits with an interval width less than the width of 
the true required tolerance limits (Lam and Wang, 1993). Since these ad hoc 
tolerances may inflict unnecessary costs due to scrap or rework, it is necessary to 
take a more methodical look at the determination of tolerances, taking measurement 
error as well as other sources of variation into account (Easterling et al., 1991). 
Several top managers depend on the confidence and tolerance interval estimates to 
help them make their final decisions.  Thus, utmost credibility of the confidence and 
tolerance intervals are of great importance to such decision makers. To understand 
tolerance intervals very well, one has to also understand confidence intervals and 
confidence levels and their influence on tolerance intervals. 
2.1.1  Confidence Interval and Level 
According to Liu (2009), a confidence interval is a type of interval estimation that 
provides a range of reasonable values that may cover an unknown population 
parameter.  The upper and lower bounds of the range are called confidence limits, 
and they can be calculated from the observable statistics (Liu, 2009). 
Additionally, Simundic (2008) claims that the range of possible values within which, 
with some guarantee, one can find the statistical measure of the population is called 
a confidence interval. Thus, confidence intervals can also be considered as a 
measure of the sample and research quality (Simundic, 2008).  The interval margins 
of error and its respective range changes depending on the confidence level that one 
chooses (Simundic, 2008).   
Kendall and Stuart (1973) state that a confidence level tells one how certain you can 
be.  A confidence level is stated as a percentage and denotes how frequently the 
true percentage of the population who would say for example “yes” (to given 
questions) lies within the confidence interval (Kendall and Stuart, 1973).  The     
confidence level means that one can be     certain.  When you put the confidence 
level and the confidence interval together, one can say that for instance, we are     
sure that the true percentage of the population is between     and     (Kendall 
and Stuart, 1973).  The wider the confidence interval you are willing to accept, the 
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more certain one can be that the portion of the population that answered “yes” (to 
given questions) would be within that range (Kendall and Stuart, 1973).   
Certain factors may also affect the confidence interval‟s dimension.  These include 
sample size, level of confidence, and population variability (Simundic, 2008).  A 
larger sample size will normally lead to a better estimate of the population 
parameter.  The most frequently used confidence intervals are the    ,    ,    , 
and not so often      .  The narrower the margin of the interval, the higher is the 
estimate‟s accuracy (Simundic, 2008).  
2.1.2  Tolerance Intervals  
Krishnamoorthy and Mathew (2009) stated that, “Tolerance intervals are intervals 
which are expected to contain a specified proportion (or more) of the sampled 
population”.  Thus, in contrast to confidence intervals which provide information 
about an unknown population parameter, a tolerance interval provides information on 
the entire population (Krishnamoorthy and Mathew, 2009). To be more precise, for a 
given confidence level, a tolerance interval is expected to capture a certain 
proportion or more (the content) of the population (Krishnamoorthy and Mathew, 
2009). In order to obtain a tolerance interval, it is therefore required that the content 
and confidence level be specified (Krishnamoorthy and Mathew, 2009). 
Moreover, according Liao and Iyer (2001), the (   ) tolerance interval is defined as 
an interval where   is the quantity of the population to be contained by the interval, 
and   is the reliability of the interval.  The (   ) tolerance interval is suitable when 
one needs to do a long-run estimation about many observations from a process 
expected to be in a state of statistical controls (Liao and Iyer, 2001).  Manufacturers 
often use (   ) tolerance intervals to forecast the future performance of a product 
based on an available sample of measurements (Liao and Iyer, 2001). 
According to Wald and Wolfowitz (1946), all tolerance intervals have an associated 
confidence level.  The confidence level is the degree of certainty one wishes the 
calculated statistical interval to have (Wald and Wolfowitz 1946).  For a particular 
problem, the analyst must determine the confidence level upon what seems to be an 
acceptable degree of assurance for a specific application (Wald and Wolfowitz, 
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1946).  As a result, one has to take the risk of not including the correct parameter, 
percentile, future observation, interval and so on against the fact that when a degree 
of assurance is raised, the tolerance interval becomes longer (Wald and Wolfowitz, 
1946).  
2.2  TOLERANCE LIMITS   
As Weissberg and Beatty (1960) put it, the values that state the computed intervals 
are called tolerance limits.  Likewise, the end-points of a tolerance interval are also 
called tolerance limits.  Additionally, confidence limits are limits within which we 
expect a given population parameter, such as the mean, to lie (Wald and Wolfowitz, 
1946). Statistical tolerance limits are limits within which we expect a stated 
proportion of the population to lie (Howe, 1969). 
In sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 some information about one-sided and two-sided 
tolerance limit/s are presented.   
2.2.1  One-sided Tolerance Limit 
At times, instead of specifying two limits, it is sometimes appropriate to state a single 
limit such that a fixed proportion of the distribution will be greater or smaller than this 
limit. Such single limits are called one-sided tolerance limits (Resnikoff, 1957). 
According to Wald and Wolfowitz (1946), the one-sided upper tolerance limit is given 
by  ̅    , where the tolerance factor is determined so that  
  ̅              ̅                                                                                             2.1 
where   is the proportion of the normal population with confidence  . 
In this case,   is given as:  
 =
 
√ 
       (  √ ),                                                                               2.2 
where       ( ) indicates the         percentile of a non-central   distribution with a 
degree of freedom:     and a non-centrality parameter  , where      √   and 
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   which denotes the         percentile of the standard normal distribution (Wald 
and Wolfowitz, 1946). 
The same   can be used to find the lower tolerance limit; that is, if  ̅ +    is the one-
sided upper tolerance limit, then  ̅ –    is the one-sided lower tolerance limit (Wald 
and Wolfowitz, 1946).  One-sided tolerance limits have an interpretation that is 
similar to that of the two-sided tolerance limits.  That is, at least       of the data 
from a normal population are less than or equal to  ̅ +    with a confidence level 
equal to   (Wald and Wolfowitz, 1946).  Also, at least       of the data from a 
normal population are greater than or equal to   ̅-    with confidence    (Wald and 
Wolfowitz, 1946). 
2.2.2  Two-Sided Tolerance Limits 
The quality of manufactured products are frequently quantified by providing a range 
or interval for a measurable characteristic (Lam and Wang, 1993).  The upper and 
lower limits to this interval are called tolerance limits (Resnikoff, 1957).  These limits 
are such that the probability is equal to a preassigned value that the interval includes 
at least a specified proportion of the time (Resnikoff, 1957). 
For a given               , and  , where where   is the specified proportion 
with confidence   and   is the desired sample sizes, the tolerance factor   is to be 
determined so that the interval (Harman, 2002): 
 ̅ ±    
will contain at least a proportion   of the normal population with confidence  .    
   ,                    ǀ  , s]       2.3 
where   also follows the  ( ,  ) distribution independently of the sample. 
 Also   can be approximate as follows: 
  ( 
    
      
      
 )
   
,  2.4        
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where     
  
 
 
  denotes the     quantile of a non-central chi-square distribution with   
degree of freedom, and the non-centrality parameter is equal to  
 
 
 .  Also,       
 , 
denotes the         quartile of a central chi-square distribution with     degree 
of freedom, the degrees of freedom associated with a sample variance (Wald and 
Wolfowitz, 1946). This approximation is extremely satisfactory even for small 
samples (as small as 3) if   and   are greater than or equal to      (Wald and 
Wolfowitz, 1946). 
2.3  BAYESIAN INFERENCE 
In Bayesian inference, probability is a way to show an individual's degree of 
confidence in a statement, or given evidence (Brown, 2003).   Within Bayesian 
inference, there are also different interpretations of probability, and different 
methodologies based on those interpretations. The most popular interpretations and 
approaches are objective Bayesian inference (Berger, 2006) and subjective 
Bayesian inference (Anscombe and Aumann, 1963 and Goldstein, 2006).  
Objective Bayesian inference is often associated with Bayes and Price (1763), 
Laplace (1814), and Jeffreys (1961).  Subjective Bayesian inference is often 
associated with Ramsey (1926), De-Finetti (1931), and Savage (1954). The first 
major result to bring about the rebirth of Bayesian inference was published by De-
Finetti (1937) (Brown, 2003) 
As Hall (2012) points out, in the Bayesian framework, all the information about the 
parameter   in a statistical model is summarized by the posterior distributions of the 
parameters. Bayes‟ theorem expresses the relation between two conditional 
probabilities that are the reverse of each other. This theorem is named after 
Reverend Thomas Bayes (1702-1761), and is also known as Bayes law or Bayes 
rule (Bayes and Price, 1763).  “Bayes‟ theorem expresses the conditional probability 
or posterior probability of an event    after   is observed in terms of the prior 
probability of  , prior probability of  , and the conditional probability of   given    
(Hall, 2012).  The mathematical formula of Bayes‟ theorem is given as follows: 
       
            
    
                                                                                 2.5 
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where        is the Posterior probability,        is the Likelihood and      
and      are the Prior probabilities (Hall, 2012).   
To a Bayesian, the probability of an event is viewed as representing a person‟s 
degree of trust in that event (Hall, 2012). If undoubtedly this concept is 
acknowledged (as it was by many statisticians in the 1960s), then there is no 
theoretical difficulty in allowing the parameter to have probability distributions 
(Brown, 2003).  Bayesian inference can be looked upon as a way of behaviour from 
the beginning.  One has certain confidences/beliefs or information about  , or any 
function of  , or  (  /  ), which effectively summarizes all the information one has 
about   (Brown, 2003).   
According to Brown (2003), the Bayesian framework also has its difficulties.  
Sampling theorists have found that it is difficult to know what to take for the prior 
distribution,  ( ), when knowledge about the parameters is vague.  Numerous critics 
on this question have been made by Savage (1962), Jeffreys (1961) and others.  
Two approaches to rectify this problem are the principle of stable estimation 
(Savage, 1962), and the invariance theory (Jeffreys, 1961). 
According to Savage (1962), the principle of stable estimation states that “If prior 
distribution is such that it is essentially constant over the region where the likelihood 
function is appreciably large and then gradually tapers off beyond this region, one 
can assume that the prior is locally uniform and the posterior distribution may be 
approximated by the likelihood function”. 
The importance of this is that one may take the prior distribution to be uniform if the 
above principle is taken into account (see Box and Tiao, 1962).  Thus, this argument 
is applicable when our prior distribution is relatively constant to where our likelihood 
is large.  The principle of stable estimation is however useful in practice, since in 
most experimental situations one expects the likelihood to exert a much stronger 
influence on the final results than initial opinions (Savage, 1962).  If not there would 
be little justification for carrying out the experiment. It has to be pointed out that the 
adoption of a uniform prior distribution when very little is known about the parameter, 
can lead to contradictions (Brown, 2003). 
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For instance, suppose little is known about  .  A way of solving this problem is 
provided by Jeffreys‟ theory of invariance (see, Jeffreys, 1961).  In the case where 
little or no information about   is known, Jeffreys suggested that the prior distribution 
of    be taken as  
 ( )                                                            2.6 
where  
      [ { 
       
 
 
 
      
 }]. 
Here,      is known as the Fisher information matrix.  Jeffreys showed that this prior 
distribution is consistent with respect to any non-singular transformation of  .  The 
application of this theory has provided a number of satisfactory results: This included 
the case of sampling from univariate and multivariate normal distributions when the 
location parameter and the scale parameter in the population can be regarded as 
independent (see for example, Jeffreys (1961) and Draper and Guttman, 1967). 
The use of (14), may however also lead to serious problems in other situations, or, 
for that matter, the principle of stable estimation (Jeffreys, 1961).  There are however 
situations in which the prior information on   may be summarized by a prior 
distribution  ( ) which is not a uniform distribution (Hall, 2012).  Frequently, the prior 
information, or an experimenter‟s degree of belief about  , is such that it is useful to 
use a prior distribution which is of the conjugate family (Hall, 2012). 
The term conjugate can be attributed to Raiffa and Schaifer (1961).  A conjugate 
prior has the property of combining with the Likelihood so that the resulting posterior 
of   is of the same functional form as the conjugate prior (Raiffa and Schaifer, 1961).  
 2.3.1  Differences between Bayesian and Frequentist Statistics 
According to Brown (2003), the long-standing division between the Bayesian and 
Frequentist (Classical) school of statistics is mainly due to the choice of prior 
information.  The derivation of Bayes‟ theorem is not in question many statisticians 
find it valid and simple. Prior probabilities per say are also not in doubt (Brown, 
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2003).   The “big” disagreement involves around the choice of priors.  If prior 
probabilities are generally agreed on, there will not be any problems as far as 
Bayesian and Frequentist statistics are concerned (Brown, 2003).  The issue is 
mainly whether usable prior probabilities exist (Felsenstein, 2003). 
As Brown (2003) puts it, the Bayesian prior probabilities can be based on theoretical 
expectations or previous experience by the analyst.  For instance, an analyst would 
have flipped many coins in his or her lifetime (has that experience), and therefore 
has a “gut feeling” about the probability of for example heads      for a fair coin. 
Since different investigators would have had different experiences, different prior 
probabilities to the same problem may be assigned (Brown, 2003).  For the coin 
flipping example, one investigator may allow a fair coin to have a  prior probability of 
heads turning up to be within the range     to     for a finite number of flips, while 
another might limit the range to                 (Brown, 2003).   
The protests made by classical statisticians, are merely then the inherent subjectivity 
of the stated prior probabilities (Brown, 2003).  According to (Bullard, 2001), since 
there may not be a single correct prior distribution, all conclusions drawn from the 
posterior distribution may be questionable. 
Bayesian statisticians, on the other hand, view prior information as a backbone of 
their school of thought (Brown, 2003).  Bayesian statistics provides a solid, proper 
framework for the inclusion of prior information into statistical analyses (Brown, 
2003).  Bayesian statistics mainly incorporates information gathered from trials made 
in the past, into the present analysis (Brown, 2003).  According to Bullard (2001), 
“prior probabilities, although being subjective, need not be arbitrary.” “This property 
alone counts for much of the attractiveness of Bayesian statistics” (Brown, 2003).  
The following four points are some key differences between Bayesian and 
Frequentist methods. 
 Shoemaker, Ian and Bruce (1999) conclude that the interpretation of the 
Bayesian intervals differs from that of the Frequentist ones.  The Bayesian 
method defines all doubts about model parameters in terms of probability 
densities, with probability representing the degree of belief or confidence.  
The Frequentist method, on the other hand, regards some parameters as 
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fixed and unknown quantities, so confidence statements about them are 
interpreted in terms of long-run frequencies (Shoemaker et al., 1999). 
 Bayesian inference through MCMC has a theoretic guarantee than the MCMC 
algorithm will converge if left to run long enough. Frequentist inference with 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) has no guarantee of convergence 
even if left to run forever (Hall, 2012). 
 Bayesian inference considers the data to be fixed (which it is), and 
parameters to be random, since these parameters are unknowns.  Frequentist 
inference, on the other hand, considers the unknown parameters to be fixed, 
and the data to be random (Rossi, Allenby and McCulloch, 2005).  This thus 
means that estimation is not only based on the data at hand, but on the data 
at hand plus hypothetical repeated sampling in future with similar data. “The 
Bayesian approach delivers the answer to the right question in the sense that 
Bayesian inference provides answers, conditional on the observed data, and 
not based on the distribution of estimators or test statistics over imaginary 
samples not observed" (Rossi et al., 2005). 
 The final difference is an obvious one.  The Frequentist analysis of tolerance 
intervals for variance component models can become quite complex, even for 
balanced one-way random-effects models. The Frequentist analysis differs 
depending on the kind of tolerance interval to be estimated and the particular 
model under consideration. 
In contrast, the Bayesian simulation method can easily be applied to models 
with several variance components (Brown, 2003). 
2.3.2  Advantages of Bayesian Inference over Frequentist Inference 
According to Brown (2003), despite some difficulties associated with the prior 
distribution, the Bayesian framework does seem to possess many advantages over 
other sampling theory approaches.  The following four points are some of the core 
advantages of Bayesian inference over the Frequentist approach. 
 Bayes theorem enables us to combine the information which we have a priori 
and the information which comes from the sample into the posterior 
distribution, on which Bayesians base their inferences (Brown, 2003). 
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 Given the prior distribution and the likelihood function, the posterior 
distribution is uniquely determined, and there is no such problem as the 
choice of which investigators should use (Brown, 2003).   
 If the parameter is a scalar, say  , and if the range of   is (  ,  ), then the 
posterior will be non-negative over the range (  ,  ), and moments and other 
characteristics of the posterior will take on values in the range (  ,  ) as well. 
This avoids the possibility of negative estimates which could occur when 
estimating   using the classical sampling framework.  This for example, in the 
problem of estimating variance components in the analysis of variance 
(Brown, 2003).  
  The Bayesian framework is very suitable for dealing with the nuisance 
parameter situation.  This arises when the distribution of observations   
depends not only on a set of parameters of interest, say    , where   
  = (   , 
………..,   ), but also on a further set,   where   
  = (    , …….,   ).  We 
then call    a set of nuisance parameters (Brown, 2003).  Many difficulties 
arise when confronted with the nuisance parameter situation using the non-
Bayesian approaches. However, in the Bayesian framework, after obtaining 
the posterior of  , where   = (   , ………..,   ,     , …….,  ), inference about 
   may be based on the marginal posterior of   , which of course is obtained 
in principle by integrating out the parameters,      , …….,    from the 
posterior of  . This also applies to other functions of the parameters that may 
be of interest (Brown, 2003). 
2.3.3  The Difficulties Involved with the Application and the use of the 
Bayesian Method  
According to Hugo (2012), there are some problems/difficulties which can be 
encountered when using the Bayesian method.  The following two points are the 
most common problems/difficulties involved with the application and use of the 
Bayesian method. 
 According to Hugo, van der Merwe and Viljoen (1997), the Bayesian approach 
is computer demanding as integration in numerous dimensions are vital to find 
the posterior distribution.  The expansion of increasing computer power and 
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numerical – integration techniques (such as Markov chain Monte Carlo 
methods), enable the use of a full Bayesian analysis. Though, the burden of 
proof rests on the observation of stochastic convergence and the mixing of 
the Markov chain (Jandrell and van der Merwe, 2007). 
 A probability distribution should be set up to contain the prior belief about the 
unknown parameters. This step in every Bayesian analysis is frequently 
challenging to implement and is very debatable.  This signifies one of the 
reasons for using non - informative priors in practical cases (Hugo et al., 
1997). 
Hugo (2012) states that, from the first problem stated with the application and use of 
the Bayesian methodology, it can be seen that to make proper inferences in a 
Bayesian analysis, the marginal posterior distributions and predictive densities are 
needed (Hugo, 2012).  According to Van der Merwe, Pretorius and Meyer (2003), 
since the joint posterior of the unknown parameters are quite complex, it is 
impossible to find these marginal posterior densities analytically.  It is also very 
difficult to find these marginal posterior densities numerically, due to the high number 
of unknowns. Thus, it is suggested that a Monte Carlo simulation method be used to 
estimate these marginal posterior densities of the unknown parameters and 
predictive densities of future observations (Hugo, 2012).  
2.4  THE BAYESIAN SIMULATION METHOD 
According to Chib and Greenberg (1995), in recent years, statisticians have been 
gradually drawn to Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms such as the Gibbs 
sampler (see for example, Geman and Geman, 1984; Gelfand and Smith, 1990) and 
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (see for example, Metropolis et al., 1953; 
Hastings,1970) to simulate complex, non-standard multivariate distributions.  The 
Gibbs sampling algorithm is one of the best known methods, and its effect on 
Bayesian statistics, following the work of Tanner and Wong (1987) and Gelfand and 
Smith (1990), has been massive.  See for instance Smith and Roberts (1993) and 
Chib and Greenberg (1993).  A substantial amount of attention is now being devoted 
to the Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm. 
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According to Wolfinger (1998), the Bayesian simulation method uses a computer 
random-number generator to produce a random sample from the posterior density of 
the unknown models parameters.  This is denoted by  ( ,      , where   is the 
vector of fixed-effect parameters,   is the vector of random-effects parameters,   is 
the variance components, and,   represents the observed data vector (Wolfinger, 
1998). This sample can then be used to construct the two sided tolerance intervals 
(Wolfinger, 1998).  One is also free to adjust the size of the generated sample to 
achieve a desired degree of accuracy for the Bayesian tolerance limits (Wolfinger 
and kass, 2000).  After generating the sample from  ( , ,  | ), the one-sided 
tolerance interval can be determined using:                 √     for the 
lower limit and                √     for the upper limit (Wolfinger, 1998). 
Here     and    represent design matrices which have been transposed,   is a 
known vector forming a linear combination of   and       ,    and    are sampled 
values (Wolfinger, 1998). Here    denotes the  
   quantile of the standard normal 
distribution,           denotes the mean and      denotes the variance 
(Wolfinger, 1998). 
Technical difficulties which arise in the calculation of marginal posterior densities 
when constructing tolerance intervals have been a problem for many years.  In the 
last few years, there have been a number of advances in numerical and analytical 
approximation techniques. The implementation of these approaches however 
requires sophisticated numerical and analytical approximations and specialist 
software.  See for example Skene (1976), Shaw (1988) and Geweke (1988), Naylor 
and Smith (1982, 1988). 
2.4.1  Markov Chain Monte Carlo Simulation 
According to Smith and Roberts (1993), in Bayesian statistics, the posterior 
distribution        contains all important information about the unknown parameter   
given the observed data  .  All statistical inference can then be deduced from this 
posterior distribution by reporting appropriate summaries (Brown, 2003). This 
typically takes the form of evaluating the integral  
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of some function      (Smith and Roberts, 1993).  For instance, point estimates for 
unknown parameters are given by the posterior means, in other words,      =  ; 
prediction distribution     ̂     , and so on (Smith and Roberts, 1993).  The problem 
is that these integrals are usually difficult to calculate analytically especially if the 
parameter is multi-dimensional, even numerical method may fail (Wolfinger, 1998).  
Recently, a barrage of literature has appeared concerned with the evaluation of such 
integrals by methods collectively known as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
simulation (Smith and Roberts, 1993). 
According to Gelfand, Hills, Racine-poon and Smith (1989), the fundamental logic of 
MCMC is to set up a Markov Chain in   with ergodic distribution       .  Beginning 
with some initial state, for instance,     , one can then simulate   transitions under 
this Markov chain and record the simulated values     ,                The sample 
average then becomes: 
 ̂   
 
 
 ∑  
 
   
(     )  
It therefore converges to the preferred integral   (subject to some technical 
conditions).   The art of MCMC is thus to set up a suitable Markov Chain with the 
desired posterior as stationary distribution, and to judge when to stop simulation, in 
other words, to detect when the chain has practically converged (Gelfand et al., 
1989).  
2.4.2  The Gibbs Sampling Approach 
The Gibbs sampler enjoyed an initial surge of popularity starting with the paper of 
Geman and Geman (1984), who studied image-processing models. The roots of the 
method, however, can be traced back to at least Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Teller and 
Teller (1953), with additional development by Hastings (1970).   
In 1984, Geman and Geman, showed that adaptative, iterative sampling, achieved 
through Gibbs Sampling, is surprisingly efficient, converging remarkably quickly for a 
wide range of problems.  More recently, Gelfand and Smith (1990) generated new 
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interest in the Gibbs Sampler by revealing its potential in a wide variety of 
conventional statistical problems. 
According to Gelfand et al. (1989), the Gibbs Sampler is a technique for generating 
random sample from a (marginal) distribution indirectly, without having to calculate 
the density.  Even though, it is straight forward to describe, the mechanism that 
drives this scheme may seem mysterious (Gelfand et al., 1989). Technical difficulties 
arising in the calculation of marginal posterior densities to construct tolerance 
intervals have been a problem for decades (Wolfinger, 1998).  In 1984, Geman and 
Geman showed that iterative sampling achieved through the Gibbs Sampler was 
amazingly effective, converging extraordinarily fast for a wide range of problems 
(Gelfand et al., 1989). 
Let densities be indicated by square brackets, then the joint density is given by        
the conditional density is given by       and marginal density is given by [ ] 
(Gelfand et al., 1989).  The typical marginalisation by integration procedure will be 
represented by the following (Gelfand et al., 1989):   
    ∫           
What we will be dealing with is a collection of random variables for which it is known 
that specification of all full conditional distributions distinctively determines the full 
joint density. 
For instance, let    ,    , ......,    denote a collection of random variable. The joint 
density [  ,    , ......,      is distinctively determined by the full conditional densities 
                          (Gelfand et al., 1989). 
Hence, our interest is in the marginal distributions 
                  
For illustration, a random sample of    can be generated directly and efficiently given 
specified values of the conditioning variables,        . Gibbs sampling will proceed 
as follows: Given a random starting set of values  
   
       
 , we draw   
   
 from 
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[  
   
|  
           
   +  then   
   
            
   
|       
      
            
   +  and so on up to   
   
 
from     
   
    
             
   
] to complete one iteration of the scheme.   After   such 
iterations, one would arrive at    
               
     (Gelfand et al., 1989).   
Geman and Geman (1984) showed under certain conditions that   
   
     [     as 
       Therefore, for   large enough,   
   
 is considered as a simulated observation 
from [  ].  Repeating this process   times produces                (   
          
   ) 
             For some    the collection    
   
         
   
 can be regarded as a 
simulated sample from      (Gelfand et al., 1989).  The marginal density is then 
estimated by the finite mixture density:  
[ ̂ ]  
 
 
 ∑ *         
       +                                                                                 2.7 
According to Gelfand et al. (1989), “since this expression (2.7) can be viewed as a 
„Rao-Blackwellized‟ density estimator, relation to the more usual kernel density 
estimators based upon    
                   Estimation efficiency is high and we find 
       (at most      to be adequate in practice as a converged sample size on 
which to base the marginal density estimate”. 
Assuming that interest centres on the marginal distribution for a variable   which is a 
function              of          .   We can take notice that assessing   at each 
of the     
            
     simulated values delivers samples of  .   In a situation like 
this, a density estimate of equation (15) is not available; nonetheless an ordinary 
kernel density estimate can easily be calculated (Gelfand et al., 1989).  All these 
applications are within the Bayesian framework, where    are unobservable and 
indicates either parameters or missing data.  Therefore,   can be a function of the 
parameters which we are interested in (Gelfand et al., 1989).   All distributions are 
regarded as conditional on the observed data, whence marginal distributions 
become the marginal posteriors required for Bayesian inference or estimation 
(Gelfand et al., 1989). 
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2.4.2.1  Convergence Issues 
According to Gelfand et al. (1989), complete application of the Gibbs Sampling 
algorithm requires that the determination of    be made and that, across iterations, 
the choice of  be indicated.   In this regard, it is essential to distinguish between the 
assessments of convergence for any individual data application from the broad goal 
of developing online, automated, interactive software to determine satisfactory 
convergence (Gelfand et al., 1989). 
However, after applying Gibbs in many ranges of problem, one can notice that the 
appropriate values for   and   depend on the particular application and can be 
specified in advance.  Here   is the number of time the process is replicated and   
is the state at which the process is been replicated (Gelfand et al., 1989).  
To acquire the convergence, the generated data can be observed in a univariate 
fashion.  This can be done by allowing the sample to run until it is evidential that the 
marginal posterior distributions for each parameter are converged (Gelfand et al., 
1989).  This is done in an easy way, that is, for a fixed       must be increased, one 
can then join plots of the resulting estimated densities and see if the estimates are 
visually unclear (Gelfand et al., 1989).  Likewise, one can also increase   at fixed   
to access the stability of the density estimate.  One tends to hold   slightly small 
until convergence is shown (Gelfand et al., 1989); at that point, for a final iteration, 
one usually increase   by an order of magnitude to obtain the density estimate 
(2.7). This final sampling is achieved, in the context of say, [  ], by systematically 
drawing replacement from among the observed vectors {          },   
            For each, such draw an observation is taken from the resulting full 
conditional distribution for    (Gelfand et al., 1989).  
Univariate plots are drawn by selecting between    and     equally spaced points 
in the effective domain of the variable (Gelfand et al., 1989). One can then calculate 
the density estimate (of the form (2.7)) at these points and a spline-smoothed curve 
is drawn through these values (Gelfand et al., 1989).  
 Occasionally, one requires several passes to determine this domain, but rarely 
require more than     points to obtain a satisfying plot (Gelfand et al., 1989). This 
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plotting method could be refined. For that, we also recommend a convenient check 
on the calculation by performing a simple trapezoidal integration on the collection of 
the estimated density values associated with these points to verify that the result is 
close to    (Gelfand et al., 1989). 
2.4.2.2  Variance Component Problems Made Easy Using the Gibbs Sampler   
Naturally, random effects models are modelled within the Bayesian framework. 
However, calculations of the marginal posterior distributions of variance components 
and the functions of variance components have proved a puzzling technical problem 
(Gelfand et al., 1989).   
Box and Tiao (1973) reported considerable amounts of comprehensive, advanced 
approximation work, both analytical and numerical.  Exclusive numerical techniques 
were considered by Skene (1983).  The methods defined by Smith et al. (1985 and 
1987) entail a careful reparametrization which depends on not only the data but also 
the choice of priors. 
Likewise, Achcar and Smith (1990) discuss parameter transformation for the 
effective application of Laplace‟s method (Tierney and Kadan, 1986). By 
comparison, the Gibbs Sampling method is extraordinarily easy (Gelfand et al., 
1989).  To illustrate the ease of use of the Gibbs sampler, consider a model involving 
only two variance components.  Note also that the development for more complex 
models is no more difficult (Gelfand et al., 1989).  Consider the variance components 
model that is defined by: 
       +    ,                                        , 
where, assuming conditional independence throughout, [     , 
 ] =  ( ,  
 )] and     
[   |  
 ] =  ( ,  
 ).  
Assume that 
  = (   …………..,   ), 
 = (   , …………..,    ) and that 
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 ,   , and are   
  are independent with priors [ ] =  (  ,   
 ), [  
 ] =   (  ,   ), and 
[  
 ] =   (  ,   ) (see for example Hill, 1965), where    represents the inverse 
gamma distribution and   ,   
 ,   ,   ,    and    are assumed to be known.  It can be 
shown that the Gibbs sampling algorithm is given by  
[  
    ,  ,  ,   
 ] =   (   + 
 
 
 ,    + 
 
 
  ∑       
    
[  
 |  ,  ,  ,   
 ] =   (   + 
 
 
  ,    + 
 
 
 ∑ ∑(          )
 
)                                 2.8 
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   ), 
where 
 ̅= (  ̅ ,……….,  ̅ ), 
 ̅  = ∑     /  , 
   is a   ×   column vector of   ,  
and   is a   ×   identity matrix (Gelfand et al., 1989). 
In equation (2.8) in particular, one can allow the    and/or    to be equal to  , 
representing a range of conventional improper priors for   
  and   
  (Gelfand et al., 
1989). 
2.4.3  The Metropolis-Hasting Approach 
The Metropolis Hasting algorithm (M-H algorithm) was developed by Metropolis, 
Rosenbluth, Teller and Teller (1953) and afterward generalized by Hasting (1970).  
This algorithm is really flexible and gives rise to the Gibbs Sampler as a special 
case, as pointed out by Gelman and Rubin (1992).  Although the M-H algorithm was 
used extensively in physics and despite the paper by Hastings, it was not known well 
by statisticians. This however changed when papers by Holt and Muller (1993) and 
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Tierney (1994) appeared which exposed the value of this algorithm.  The publication 
of these papers therefore stimulated interest among statisticians in its use.  
According to Chib and Greenberg (1995), assuming that the transition kernel for 
some function         is stated as: 
                                                                                                   2.9 
Where 
          
                    and,   otherwise  and 
       ∫         
  
 
represents the possibility that the chain stays at  .   
As some possibility exist that         it should be clear that the integral of        
over   is not always    (Chib and Greenberg, 1995).  Therefore, if the function  
       in (2.9) satisfies the reversibility condition                        then        
is the invariant density of        (Tierney, 1994).  
By Integration,  
∫              ∫ ∫                 ∫                
 
 
                                                 
  
                         
                                                   
  
      
                                                                             
  
 
                                                    
 
                                                           2.10 
According to Chib and Greenberg (1995), if a density that can generate candidates 
are used, that density can be allowed to depend on the current state of the process, 
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since Markov chains are dealt with.  Therefore, suppose that a candidate generating 
density is represented by: 
      ,,   
where 
           . 
This density is then to be taken as when a process is at the point  .  The density 
therefore generates a value   from       .  If it occurs that        itself satisfies the 
reversibility condition which is                        for all      then there is no 
need to go further (Chib and Greenberg, 1995).  There will be no need to go further 
because both sides of the equation would be balanced and the reversibility condition 
would be fully satisfied. 
There may however be the cases where for some      
                           .                                                                           2.11 
In cases like this, the process is likely to proceed further (Chib and Greenberg, 
1995).  In situation like this, it can be said that the process moves from   to    too 
frequently and from   to   too seldom.  A suitable way to correct this situation is to 
lessen the number of moves from   to   by introducing a probability           that 
the move is made (Chib and Greenberg, 1995).  Also,         is known as the 
probability of the move.  If there is no movement (no move occurs), then the process 
again returns to   as a value from the target distribution (Chib and Greenberg, 1995).  
Therefore transition from   to         is made according to;  
                        
where 
     and        
is yet to be determined (Chib and Greenberg, 1995).   
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By considering inequality (2.11), it indicates that the movement from   to   is not 
made often enough.  Therefore, as a result,        should be defined to be as large 
as possible, and since it is a probability, its upper limit should be   (Chib and 
Greenberg, 1995).  It should however be noted that the probability of the move, 
        is determined by requiring          satisfying the reversibility condition.  For 
this reason, Chib and Greenberg (1995) showed  
                                  
                                                                                                  2.12 
It can therefore be seen that        = 
          
         
.   However, if the inequality in 2.11 
is reversed,        is set to be equal to   and        is derived as mentioned above 
(Chib and Greenberg, 1995).  The probabilities        and        are therefore 
introduced to guarantee that the two sides of (2.12) are in balance or, in other words, 
that          satisfies the reversibility condition (Chib and Greenberg, 1995).   
Therefore, according to Chib and Greenberg (1995), in order for          to be 
reversible, the probability of the move must be set to  
       {
   *
          
          
  +                       
 
                                                
                                                 2.13 
Furthermore, to complete the definition of the transition kernel for the M-H chain, a 
non-zero probability that the process remains at   should perhaps be considered.  
As defined by (21), this probability is given by Chib and Greenberg (1995) as follows: 
       ∫                
  
 
Therefore, the transition kernel of the M-H chain is represented by  
                                                     which according to 
Chib and Greenberg (1995) is an exact case of (2.9).  Since           is reversible 
by construction, it follows from the argument in (2.10) that the M-H kernel has      
as its invariant density (Chib and Greenberg, 1995). 
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Chib and Greenberg (1995) concluded that there were several remarks about this 
(M-H) algorithm; the remarks are as follows: 
 Firstly, the M-H algorithm is quantified by its candidate–generating density 
      .   
 Secondly, if a candidate value is rejected, the current value is taken as the 
next item in that order.  
 Thirdly, the calculation of        does not entail knowledge of the normalizing 
constant of      because it appears both in the numerator and in the 
denominator, and 
 fourthly, if the candidate-generating density is balanced, a vital special case, 
      =        is attained, and the probability of the move reduces to      / 
    ; therefore, if           , the chain moves to  ; if not, it moves with a 
probability given by      /     .  This is the algorithm proposed by Metropolis 
et al. (1953). 
2.5  VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
According to Christensen (2002), fixed effects models are statistical models that 
represent the experimental quantities in terms of descriptive variables that are all 
treated as if those quantities were non-random.  However, fixed effects models are 
different from that of random effects and mixed effects models (Van der Rijst, 2006). 
The Random effects model is a special case of the fixed effects model.  In random 
effect and mixed effect models, either all or some of the descriptive variables are 
treated as if they arise from the random causes (Christensen, 2002).  It is usually the 
same structure of model, which is generally a linear regression model, which can be 
treated as any of the three types depending on the analysts‟ perspective and 
whereas there may be a natural choice in a given situation (Christensen, 2002).  
Similarly, random effects model, also called a variance components model, is a kind 
of categorised linear model (Baltagi, 2008).  It assumes that the dataset being 
analysed consists of an order of different populations whose differences relate to that 
order (Baltagi, 2008).  
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Baltagi (2008) reports that in econometrics, random effects models are used in the 
analysis of categorised or panel data when one assumes no fixed effects.  In panel 
data analysis, the term fixed effects estimator (also known as the within estimator) is 
used to denote an estimator for the coefficients in the regression model (Baltagi, 
2008).  If one makes assumption on fixed effects, one forces time independent 
effects for each entity that are possibly correlated with the regressors (Baltagi, 2008). 
According to the SAS Institute (1999), variance is used to show the spread of 
variations or the variability.  Variance is constantly related to a particular effect that 
has an influence on observations (Lynch and Walsh, 1998).   
If one wants to calculate the variance on   observations, the estimator for the 
variance according to Lynch and Walsh (1998), becomes  
       ∑      ̅ 
                                                                                                       2.14 
The statistical model that defines the above equation is: 
         .                                                                                                       2.15 
An estimator for   is represented by the average of   in equation (2.15). The 
differences between an observation and  ,        , are the random deviations as a 
result of the residual (or error) effect      (Lynch and Walsh, 1998).  In a condition 
like this, the variance of   is equal to the variance of only the random component in 
the model                 which is the residual variance} (Lynch and Walsh, 
1998).  At the right hand side of the equation, the estimator of        which contains 
the sum of squares that can be assigned to the residuals. The expectation of the 
sum of squares is equal to multiplying the coefficient with the variance component 
(Lynch and Walsh, 1998). In this situation, it is equal to the degrees of freedom, 
which remain for the residual effect. Thus, the variance is an average of the squared 
differences as the result of the concerning effect (Lynch and Walsh, 1998).  
In a situation with several random effects, one is able to estimate more variance 
components (Van der Rijst, 2006).  For this, one has to compute the influence of 
each random effect.   After that, one can then compute the sum of squares for each 
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of them.  The test and estimation procedure widely used is known as ANOVA (Van 
der Rijst, 2006). 
For instance, consider a simple model with one main effect      . 
                 
Assume   observations, with   levels of the one main effect     for       . Then, 
the ANOVA table is as follows: 
Table 2.1.1: ANOVA table for N observations with h levels of the one main 
effect 
Source df Sum of Squares Mean Squares EMS 
Mean 1 SSM SSM  
Main effect h-1 SSA SSA/(h-1)    
     
  
Error N-h SSE SSE/(N-h)   
  
Total N SST   
where 
    ∑ ∑    
 
 
   
 
   
  
    is an observation on the  
   level of the     main effect.  The total sum of squares 
(SST) is thus the sum of each of the observations squared. 
          
 
 
The mean sum of squares is therefore   times the mean squared. 
      ∑         
 
 
   
 
The sum of squares due to a specific effect is thus the sum over all observations of 
the estimated effect in each observation squared (Lynch and Walsh, 1998). 
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     ∑ ∑ (       )
  
   
 
   . 
The sum of squares because of the residual (error) is the sum over all observations 
of the residual effect in each observation squared (this is the difference between the 
observation and its group mean) (Van der Rijst, 2006).   
From the ANOVA table one can easily compute estimates of variance components 
as: 
 ̂ 
           ) 
and  
 ̂ 
  *(
   
   
)   ̂ 
 +   . 
2.5.1 The Balanced Random Model 
In balanced data, it is easy to estimate variance components by setting the “Mean 
Squares” equal to their expectations.  Those expectations are linear functions of the 
variance components (Thompson, 2008). 
Consider the balanced random model that is defined by: 
            ,                                                                                                 2.16 
where  
          
          
  is an unknown constant, 
   and     are mutually independent (uncorrelated) normal random variables where 
   and     are distributed       
 ) and       
 ) respectively (Van der Rijst, 2006). 
The analysis of variance for the model that is stated in (2.16) is shown below in 
Table 2.1.2. 
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Table 2.1.2: ANOVA for balanced one-factor model 
Source df MS EMS 
Among groups     
 
 
  
  
   
     
 
 
     
     
  
 
Within groups            
  
  
   
   
 
 
     
  
Where  
     
     ∑ ∑   ̅     ̅   
 
  
 
     ∑            
 
 
 
     ∑        
 
 
    
∑ ∑      
 
  
It can be seen that the sum of squares for the main effect (SSA) is the sum of all the 
squared estimates of   , because in a balance data set, the estimate of    is equal to 
         .  In balanced data, it is rather simple to form the expectations for each sum 
of squares as the number of observations per class of   is constant     (Lynch and 
Walsh, 1998, and Van Der Rijst, 2006). 
According to Graybill (1976), the statistics {    ,  
    
  } are minimal and complete 
sufficient statistics.  The random variables        and        are independent of 
each other.         and        have Chi-square distribution with     and     
degrees of freedom respectively (Van Der Rijst, 2006).  
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CHAPTER THREE 
3.1 METHODOLOGY 
In this Chapter, The Bayesian simulation method for determining variance 
components and tolerance intervals for a one – way random effects model will be 
reviewed. Three different kinds of methods will be used on two different data sets 
and comparisons of their coverage probability will be investigated.  
The first method to be looked at is a method proposed by Wolfinger (1998).  The 
second method will be a method proposed by Van der Merwe and Hugo (2012), and, 
the third method is similar to the method proposed by Hamada and Weerahandi 
(2000) using non Bayesian Methods.  All three simulation methods have some 
similarities and are distinguished using different steps. 
For both methods 1 and 2, negative values are disregarded. Mathematically, both 
methods (1 and 2) will have these restrictions  
  
  
   
     
     
 
 
      
or 
   
      
     
     
 . 
Method three on the other hand, will not disregard negative values completely from 
the model.  Rather, using this method, all negative estimates will be replaced by zero 
in the simulation results (in other words, all negative values will be transformed to 
zero).  Mathematically, method 3 will have these restrictions: 
  {
   
  
(  
     
 )   
 
 
                             
 
   
  
(  
     
 )   
 
 
                   
               
                                            3.1 
These three methods will be illustrated using the process data for the manufacturing 
of medicinal tablets in small batches and was obtained from Hugo et al. (2012) as 
well as tensile strength data originally obtained from Wolfinger (1998).  
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Note also, Method 3 use the same steps as both method 1 and 2 with an extra 
condition included in method 3.  For consistency issues, steps for method 1 was 
chosen for method 3 with the extra condition included into the steps of method 1 to 
form the steps for method 3 (for both Data sets given in Tables 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). 
The Monte Carlo simulation method will be used to perform the analysis.  
Many authors such as Krishnamoorthy and Mathew (2009), Lin and Liao (2006), 
Mee and Owen (1983), Wilks (1941), Mee (1984a) and Guttman (1970) have 
considered the derivation of tolerance intervals for the random effects model from a 
frequentist perspective (Hugo, 2012).  
The methodology for determining Bayesian tolerance intervals for the one – way 
random effects model has formerly been proposed by Wolfinger (1998) using both 
informative and non – informative prior distributions (Hugo, 2012).  The Bayesian 
method which Wolfinger (1998) proposed for estimating variance components and 
tolerance intervals for a one – way random effects model can be demonstrated using 
the random effects model given below: 
                                                                                                            3.2 
where     denotes to the  
   measurement on the     batch (             
             denotes the overall mean    denotes the random effects and lastly     is 
the experimental error involved in the process (Wolfinger, 1998).  The random 
effects parameter follows a normal distributions with mean equals to   and variance 
equals to   
  while the error component also follows a normal distributions with 
variance equals   
   and mean equals to zero (Wolfinger, 1998). 
As stated in Chapter 2 the choice of a prior distribution is a debateable and much 
controversial step in any Bayesian analysis, since the prior distribution      is 
specified by the analyst.  For the one – way random effects model given in equation 
3.2, it was therefore decided to follow Wolfinger (1998) and also use the non-
informative Jeffreys‟ reference prior given by 
      
    
      
     
     
     .                                                                       3.3 
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This non-informative prior distribution is constructed to be invariant to 
reparameterization of the variance components (Wolfinger, 1998).  Non – informative 
prior distributions for the one – way random effects model have mostly been 
discussed by Box and Tiao (1973) and Chaloner (1987). 
According to Hugo (2012), the posterior distribution of the unknown parameters can 
be found by multiplying the likelihood function with the prior distribution given in 
equation 3.3.   For the balanced one – way random effects model given in equation 
3.2, the likelihood function of the unknown parameters,     
    
  and                
given by: 
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   -.                                                      3.4 
Once the likelihood function has been multiplied by the prior distribution, the joint 
posterior distribution of the unknown parameters     
    
  and    is given by: 
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                                                                         3.5 
To find the posterior distribution of     
   and   
   equation 3.5 is integrated with 
respect to    (Hugo, 2012). It therefore follows that 
      
    
     ∫       
    
         
 
  
 
where 
                         
 . 
Once equation 3.5 has been integrated with respect to    and the square has been 
completed, the joint posterior distribution of     
   and   
  is given as follows 
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 +                                                                                                                      3.6 
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where 
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with 
 ̅   ∑
   
 
 
   
  
and 
 ̅     ∑ ∑
   
    
 
   
 
   
  
Moreover,      denotes the observed sum of squares within batches (SSE), where 
     denotes the observed sum of squares between batches (SSA) (Hugo, 2012 
and Van Der Rijst, 2006). The above equations are shown in table form in chapter 2. 
Using both posterior distributions given in equation 3.5 and 3.6 equation 3.5 from the 
following conditional posterior distributions of the unknown parameters can also be 
found. 
Regarding the balanced random effects model given in equation 3.2, the conditional 
posterior distribution of  , given the variance components, is normal with mean given 
by 
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and the variance given by 
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   (Hugo, 2012). 
Therefore 
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   .                                                                        3.7 
The posterior distribution of the variance components for the balanced random 
effects model given in equation 3.2 is given by: 
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 +                   3.8 
where   
   
    
and 
  
     
Given the variance components, the posterior distribution of the random effects 
                   for the balanced random effects model given in equation 3.2, is 
given by (Hugo, 2012): 
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+)                                  3.9 
The proves of Theorems 3.4 – 3.6 have been derived previously; see for example 
Box and Tiao (1973) and Searle, Casella and McCullough (1992) for more details 
pertaining these mathematical expressions. 
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3.2 THE DATA 
 
Table 3.2.1: Amount of Active Drug per Tablet Measured in Milligrams 
Batch Measurements 
1 150.52 150.39 150.31 150.49 150.47 150.67 150.17 150.45 150.42 150.37 
2 150.35 150.47 150.72 150.56 150.53 150.62 150.6 150.52 150.51 150.63 
3 150.48 150.79 150.63 150.46 150.71 150.67 150.7 150.48 150.48 150.58 
4 150.41 150.45 150.4 150.33 150.24 150.39 150.28 150.36 150.27 150.33 
5 150.58 150.54 150.3 150.54 150.5 150.32 150.58 150.46 150.41 150.49 
6 150.49 150.83 150.66 150.63 150.72 150.79 150.64 150.64 150.71 150.73 
7 150.33 150.44 150.48 150.34 150.5 150.42 150.37 150.54 150.39 150.52 
8 150.39 150.52 150.35 150.52 150.47 150.54 150.51 150.37 150.54 150.53 
9 150.64 150.78 150.51 150.69 150.51 150.47 150.6 150.5 150.69 150.72 
10 150.61 150.49 150.6 150.5 150.68 150.56 150.59 150.73 150.62 150.62 
11 150.48 150.25 150.49 150.43 150.4 150.44 150.31 150.36 150.3 150.4 
12 150.35 150.41 150.36 150.39 150.34 150.37 150.51 150.32 150.25 150.32 
13 150.54 150.67 150.57 150.45 150.57 150.48 150.39 150.38 150.67 150.42 
14 150.41 150.54 150.57 150.73 150.47 150.72 150.72 150.49 150.66 150.58 
15 150.6 150.45 150.66 150.72 150.45 150.51 150.69 150.62 150.55 150.45 
Source: Hugo, 2012 
The Bayesian method proposed for the balanced one – way random effects model 
given in equation 3.2 will be demonstrated using the above simulated data set 
related to the manufacturing of pills (pharmaceutical tablets). 
The simulated data in Table 3.2.1 denotes the quantity of milligrams of active drug 
per manufactured tablet from a factory manufacturing tables in very small batches.  
A small batch in this instance is probably a weekly or monthly intake of tablets for an 
individual patient (Hugo, 2012).  The data are assumed to arise from a normal 
distribution with unknown parameters, but it has more structure than a simple 
random sample, since it is grouped in fifteen batches and each batch has ten tablets 
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(Hugo, 2012).  A lower specification limit            is indicated for the medicinal 
tablet data given in Table 3.1 (Hugo, 2012).  The selected specification limits 
           can for instance indicate the least amount of active ingredient that 
has to be taken per dose to render the medication effective.  The data and the above 
limit are selected merely for demonstration purposes (Hugo, 2012). 
According to (Hugo, 2012) in practise, fixed – in – advanced tolerance limits are 
regularly determined from medical or regulatory considerations.  See for example 
Wolfinger (1998).   
Based on the above data, the quantities needed for the simulation procedure 
are                                       ̅                 
      ∑ ∑       ̅  
 
   
 
    
          and       ∑   ̅  
 
     ̅   
            
From the data given in Table 3.2.1, one can see that there is a lot of variation 
present in the data. The largest value in Table 3.2.1 is        while the smallest 
value is        .  The difference between the largest and the smallest values are 
      
Table 3.2.2: Coded Tensile Strength Measurements from Vangel (1992) 
Batch Measurements 
1 379 357 390 376 376 
2 363 367 382 381 359 
3 401 402 407 402 396 
4 402 387 392 395 394 
5 415 405 396 390 395 
Source Wolfinger (1998) and Vangel (1992) 
Wolfinger (1998) as well as Vangel (1992) report that the data in Table 3.2.2 are 
coded tensile-strength measurements acquired from a composite material used in 
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aircraft components.  The data are assumed to arise from a normal distribution with 
unknown parameters, but they have more structure than a simple random sample 
because they are grouped into five batches (Wolfinger, 1998). 
Based on the above data, the quantities needed for the simulation procedure 
are                                   ̅               
∑ ∑       ̅  
 
   
 
    
         and       ∑   ̅  
 
     ̅   
           
From the data given in Table 3.2.2 above, one can see that there is a variation in the 
values. The largest value in table 3.2.2 is     and the smallest values are    .  The 
difference between the largest and the smallest values are       
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CHAPTER FOUR  
4.1 SIMULATION PROCEDURE AND RESULTS COMPARISON   
In this chapter, the actual application of Monte Carlo simulations on actual data will 
be illustrated.  Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation procedures will also be 
used to obtain random samples from the joint posterior distribution of the unknown 
model parameters using a computer random number generator.  
“These simulated samples will represent samples from the conditional posterior 
distribution of the unknown parameter     in other words   ( |    
   
   )  the joint 
posterior distribution of the unknown variance components    
  and    
 , in other words 
 (    
   
   ) and the conditional posterior distribution of the random effects parameter 
                 , in other words  (  |    
   
   )” (Hugo, 2012). 
Estimated marginal posterior distributions of the unknown model parameters   
    
    
and    are simulated as follows: 
4.1.1  Simulation of   
  and   
  using Table 3.2.1 
For the balanced one-way random effects model under the Jeffreys‟ non – 
informative prior given in the equation 3.3, Wolfinger (1998) stated that  (    
   
   ) 
can be written straightforward by multiplying  two inverted gamma distributions given 
as: 
 (    
   
   )       
      
  
   
 
 
 
 
∑  ̅    ̅   
 
 
   
       
  
      
 
 
 
 
∑ ∑      ̅    
 
 
   
 
   
  
where   denotes the number of observations contained within each batch,   denotes 
the number of batches,   ̅    denotes by the average of the  
   batch and  ̅   denotes 
the overall mean of the entire sample (Hugo, 2012).  Wolfinger (1998) thus stated 
that one independently draws    
     
   and   
  from the inverted gamma densities 
to sample from  (    
   
   ).  Hence, 
    
  
  follows a chi – square distribution with 
          degrees of freedom, where      ∑ ∑       ̅    
  
   
 
    (Hugo, 2012). 
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From the above, it follows that the unknown variance component   
  can easily be 
simulated using the    
  distribution by obtaining 
  
  
    
   
 
    
To simulate (  
     
   we also know that 
    
  
     
  follows a chi – square distribution 
with        degrees of freedom. It is therefore known that 
    
        
     
  
where 
      ∑  ̅     ̅   
   
 
   
 
A simulated value of (  
     
   can thus be obtained in a straightforward way using  
(  
     
    
    
   
  . 
To obtain   
   one therefore has to determine  
  
  
(  
     
 )   
 
 
. 
To guarantee that only positive values for the variance components are obtained, the 
simulated variance components are kept only if  
  
  
(  
     
 )   
 
 
     or 
In other words 
   
     
     
     
 . 
Repeat the process for example  ̅        times, retain only the positive pairs of 
variance components, and draw histograms of   
  and   
 .  The histograms will 
represent the estimated marginal posterior distributions     
     and     
     
respectively. 
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Histogram of the estimated marginal posterior distribution of the unknown variance 
component   
  given by     
      is represented in Figure 4.1.1 below. 
Figure 4.1.1:  Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of   
   
for the Medicinal Tablets Data Given in Table 3.2.1. 
 
    Credible Interval:                  
 
From Figure 4.1.1, it can be seen that the histogram of the estimated marginal 
posterior distribution of the batch component   
  is positively skewed due to low 
number of degrees of freedom            associated with   
 .  The     equal 
tail credibility interval of   
  can also be determined by ranking the retained simulated 
values for   
  and obtaining the       and        percentiles of the ranked simulated 
values.  The     equal tail credibility interval of the batch variance component   
     
given by                 . 
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Figure 4.1.2: Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of   
   
for the Medicinal Tablet Data Given in Table 3.2.1. 
    Credible Interval:                 . 
The histogram of the estimated marginal posterior distribution of the unknown 
variance component   
  given by     
      is represented in the above Figure 4.1.2. It 
is clear from Figure 4.1.2 that the histogram exhibits a fairly symmetrical shape. The 
symmetrical shape that Figure 4.1.2 exhibits is due to its high number of degrees of 
freedom.  The degrees of freedom for   
  is                  for the medicinal 
tablets data given in Table 3.2.1.  The     equal tail credibility interval of the batch 
variance component   
  is given by                 . 
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Figure 4.1.3:  Smooth Curve of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of 
  
  and    
  for the Medicinal Tablets Data Given in Table 3.2.1. 
Figure 4.1.3 represents smooth curve of the estimated posterior distribution of   
  
(DeltaA) and    
  (DeltaE) for the Medicinal Tablets data from Table 3.2.1.  The red 
curve represents       simulated values of   
  and the blue curve represents       
simulated   
 .  On this graph there were no negative value/s that aroused from the 
simulation process since   
  was always bigger than   
 . 
4.1.2  Simulation of the target value   using Table 3.2.1 
For the simulation of  , it requires substituting each of the simulated and retained 
pairs of variance components, which is   
  and   
  into equation 3.7. After this 
substitution is done, one can then draw a value   from the normal distribution given 
in equation 3.7.  There will thus be one simulated value   for each pair of retained 
simulated variance components (Hugo, 2012). 
The resulting set of simulated   values can then be displayed in a histogram. This 
histogram will represent the estimated marginal posterior distribution of the target 
value  .  The estimated marginal posterior distribution of   can also be determined 
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using the Rao Blackwell method (Hugo, 2012).  For each pair of simulated variance 
components, the normal distribution given in equation 3.7 is therefore drawn.   
As mentioned, this process is repeated for example  ̅        times, in other words, 
once for each pair of simulated retained variance components. The average 
distribution of these   ̅ normal distributions will then represent the estimated 
unconditional posterior distribution of  , in other words        (Hugo, 2012).  
By substituting each of the simulated and retained pairs of variance components, in 
other words   
  and   
  into 3.7 and then drawing a value   from the normal 
distribution given in equation 3.7, values of the target value   can be simulated.  
There will therefore be one simulated value   for each pair of retained simulated 
variance components.  The resulting set of simulated   values can then be displayed 
in a histogram. This histogram will represent the estimated marginal posterior 
distribution of the target value     For the medicinal tablets data given in Table 3.2.1, 
the histogram of the estimated marginal posterior distribution of the target value   is 
represented in Figure 4.1.4. 
Figure 4.1.4: Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of the 
Target Value    for the Medicinal Tablets Data Given in Table 3.2.1. 
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The     equal tail credibility interval for the estimated marginal posterior distribution 
of the fixed target   is                      for the medicinal tablets data given in 
Table 3.2.1.  The     credibility interval is also obtained finding the       and        
percentiles of the ranked simulated   values. 
4.1.3 Simulation of the random (batch) effects                 using Table 3.2.1 
According to Hugo (2012), for one to find the posterior distribution of       
            given the variance components   
  and   
 ,                    values can 
be simulated from the normal distribution given in equation 3.9.  Equation 3.9 can 
also be straightforwardly rewritten as follows: Wolfinger (1998) and others have 
shown that the conditional posterior density of    (conditional on  ,   
 ,   
  and the 
data) follows a normal distribution with 
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It is also known from equation 3.7 that 
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It thus follows that 
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For               the posterior distribution of    is therefore given by 
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+ .                                   4.1 
The estimated marginal posterior distributions of the random (batch) effects         
                 can be simulated using equation 4.1 as follows (Hugo, 2012): 
i. For each of the   ̅pairs of retained, simulated variance components   
  and   
   
draw the conditional posterior normal distributions given in equation 4.1. 
ii. Using Rao Blackwell argument, the estimated marginal posterior distributions 
of the random effects                    i.e.         are then obtained as the 
average distributions of the   ̅conditional posterior distributions 
Figure 4.1.5: Estimated Marginal Posterior Distributions           
              of the Random (Batch) Effects for the Medicinal Tablets Data 
Given in Table 3.2.1. 
Figure 4.1.5 above represents the estimated marginal posterior distributions 
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                        of the Random (Batch) Effects for the Medicinal 
Tablets Data given in Table 3.2.1. 
From the Figure above, one can see that all the curves have normal 
distribution shapes for each   , in other words                    . 
4.2  TOLERANCE INTERVAL SIMULATION 
As mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, tolerance intervals address the statistical problem 
of inference about the quantiles of a probability distribution assumed to adequately 
describe a process (Wolfinger, 1998). 
The random effects model given in equation 3.2 will be used to estimate the three 
commonly used tolerance intervals proposed by Wolfinger (1998) as detailed in 
chapters 1 and 2. 
4.2.1  Simulation of the One – Sided       Tolerance Intervals using Table 
3.2.1 
Wolfinger (1998) states that the lower       one – sided tolerance limit for the 
random effects model given in equation 3.2 represents the         sample quantile 
obtained from the marginal posterior distribution of the         quantile   of a 
      
    
   distribution (in other words, a quantile of a quantile), where   is given 
by  
         
    
  
 
                                                                                           4.2 
and    represents the  
   quantile of the standard normal distribution.   
For that reason, in order to construct the lower one - sided       tolerance limit for 
the balanced random effects model given in equation 3.2, the marginal posterior 
distribution of  , which denotes the         quantile of the       
    
   
distribution, must be estimated (Wolfinger, 1998).  Three methods, all using 
Bayesian simulation, can be used to find the mentioned marginal posterior density of 
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Method 1 
i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
    subject to the condition 
that    
     
     
  using the Bayesian simulation method described in 
chapter 2. 
ii.) If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated pair components into 
equation 3.7 and simulate   using equation 3.7 
iii.) Use the simulated variance components   
  and   
 , as well as the 
simulated target value  , and calculate          
    
  
 
   where    
represents the     quantile of a standard normal distribution. 
iv.) Repeat steps i.) – iii.) for example   ̅       times and draw the histogram 
of the simulated   values.  This histogram will represents the estimated 
marginal posterior density of  , in other words,        
Figure 4.1.6 plots the estimated marginal posterior density of   , which in this 
case is the            quantile  (or tenth percentile) of the       
    
   
distribution.  The distribution describes future data from new batches.  The 
vertical line on figure 4.1.6 mark the             quantile (or fifth percentile) of 
these densities, thus indicating the Bayesian, “B basis,”             lower 
tolerance limits.  One – sided tolerance limit was determined for the medicinal 
tablets data given in Table 3.2.1, with               
The Bayesian, “B basis,”              lower tolerance limit for the medicinal data 
in Table 3.2.1 is            which is indicated by the vertical line as explained 
above.  The “B basis,”            lower limit value of            represents the 
value of which     of unknown future amounts of active ingredients will be 
greater than with probability       
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Figure 4.1.6: Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of the 
          Quantile of       
    
   for the Medicinal Tablets Data Given in 
Table 3.2.1. Obtained using Method 1 as Proposed by Wolfinger (1998). 
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Method 2 
As it is known that 
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                                              4.3 
where    represents the  
   quantile of a standard normal distribution. 
The estimated marginal posterior density of  , in other words        can therefore be 
simulated as follows: 
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i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
   using the Bayesian 
simulation method described in chapter 2 and check that the condition 
   
     
     
   is being met. 
ii.) If the condition is met, substitute the simulated pair components into 
equation 4.3 and simulate a value   from this normal distribution 
iii.) Repeat steps i.) – ii.) for example   ̅       times and draw the histogram 
representing the estimated marginal posterior distribution of  .  
Likewise Figure 4.1.7 also plots the estimated marginal posterior density of   , 
which in this case is the            quantile  (or tenth percentile) of the 
      
    
   distribution using method 2.  The distribution describes future data 
from new batches.  The vertical line on figure 4.1.7 mark the             
quantile (or fifth percentile) of these densities, thus indicating the Bayesian, “B 
basis,”              lower tolerance limits.   
Figure 4.1.7: Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of the 
          Quantile of       
    
   for the Medicinal Tablets Data Given in 
Table 3.2.1. Obtained using Method 2 as Proposed by Van der Merwe 2012 
 
Lower             One – Sided Tolerance Limit:          
 
One – sided tolerance limit was determined for the medicinal tablets data given in 
Table 3.2.1, with              The Bayesian, “B basis,”              lower 
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tolerance limit for the medicinal data in Table 3.2.1 is            which is 
indicated by the vertical line as explained above.  The “B basis,”            lower 
limit value of            represents the value of which     of unknown future 
amounts of active ingredients will be greater than with probability       
Method 3 
i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
    subject to the condition 
that    
     
     
  is true, if not and if   
     
     
     
 , then 
replace   
  by   using the Bayesian simulation method described in 
chapter 2. 
i.) If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated pair components into 
equation 3.7 and simulate   using equation 3.7 
ii.) Use the simulated variance components   
  and   
 , as well as the 
simulated target value  , and calculate          
    
  
 
   where    
represents the     quantile of a standard normal distribution. 
iii.) Repeat steps i.) – iii.) for example   ̅       times and draw the histogram 
of the simulated   values.  This histogram will represents the estimated 
marginal posterior density of  , in other words,        
Finally Figure 4.1.8 below plots the estimated marginal posterior density of   , which 
in this case is the            quantile  (or tenth percentile) of the       
    
   
distribution using method 3.  The distribution describes future data from new 
batches.  The vertical line on figure 4.1.8 mark the             quantile (or fifth 
percentile) of these densities, thus indicating the Bayesian, “B basis,” 
            lower tolerance limits.   
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Figure 4.1.8: Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of the 
          Quantile of       
    
   for the Medicinal Tablets Data Given in 
Table 3.2.1. Obtained using Method 3 
Lower             One – Sided Tolerance Limit:          
One – sided tolerance limit was determined for the medicinal tablets data given in 
Table 3.2.1, with              The Bayesian, “B basis,”             lower tolerance 
limit for the medicinal data in Table 3.2.1 is            which is indicated by the 
vertical line as explained above.  The “B basis,”            lower limit value of 
           represents the value of which     of unknown future amounts of 
active ingredients will be greater than with probability       
The upper        one - sided tolerance interval can also be determined easily for the 
balanced one - way random effects model given in equation 3.2.  Even though it is 
not given here, this could be done by replacing equation 4.2 with 
         
    
  
 
  
for method 1, and replacing equation 4.3 with 
    
    
       ̅        
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for method 2.  Methods 1, 2 and 3 are applied in the same way as already 
discussed.  It must be noted also that the interpretation for the upper       one- 
sided tolerance limit is slightly different. In this case, the upper        one - sided 
tolerance limit will represent the value of which         of unknown future 
measurements will be less than with probability  . 
4.2.2 Two – Sided (     Tolerance interval using Table 3.2.1 
Two – sided       tolerance intervals can also be constructed for balanced one-way 
random effects model given in equation 3.2.  Wolfinger (1998), as well as 
Krishnamoorthy and Mathew (2009), stated that the Bayesian approach for the 
computation of these two-sided       tolerance intervals is not easy, but can 
mathematically be found by executing Bayesian simulation. 
For the construction of these two – sided       tolerance intervals, Wolfinger (1998) 
suggested to still begin by computing the two quantiles    and    given by 
i.)      
    
 
   
    
  
 
  , and 
ii.)      
    
 
   
    
  
 
  
where  
    
 
 represents the 
       
 
 quantile of a standard normal distribution.  These 
        pairs form a sample from the bivariate posterior distribution of the  
       
 
  
and  
       
 
  quantiles (Wolfinger, 1998).   
Wolfinger (1998) therefore suggested that a valid two – sided (     tolerance interval 
be constructed as follows: 
Method 1 
I. Simulate the variance components   
  and   
  using the Bayesian simulation 
method explained in Chapter 2, subject to condition that    
     
     
   
II. If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of variance 
components into equation 3.7 to simulate a value for the target value  . 
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III. Using the retained simulated pair of variance components and the target 
value  , simulate values for      
    
 
   
    
  
 
  and      
    
 
   
  
  
  
 
 .  
IV. Repeat steps i.) to iii.) for example  ̅          times and plot a scatterplot of 
the    and    simulated values with    plotted on the vertical axis.  
V. For the simulated     and     values, construct a reference line given by 
         ̅   and draw the reference line on the scatterplot.  
VI. Slide the intersection point along the reference line until           of the 
         pairs are contained in the half rectangle opening towards the lower 
right portion of the graph. The coordinates of the resulting intersection point 
then form a two - sided       tolerance interval of the desired form. 
Figure 4.1. 9: Constructing a Two – Sided             Tolerance Interval for 
the Medicinal Tablets Data Given in Table 3.2.1 Obtained using Method 1. 
 
Two – Sided               Tolerance Interval:                       
 
The two – sided                 tolerance interval is                        For 
the medicinal tablets data given in Table 3.2.1, the two – sided                 
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tolerance interval can be interpreted as follows: if medicinal tablets are 
manufactured,     of the amount of active ingredient present in the manufactured 
medicinal tablets will have a weight between            and            with 
probability        
Method 3 
ii.) Simulate the variance components   
  and   
  using the Bayesian 
simulation method explained in Chapter 2, subject to condition that 
   
     
     
  is true, if not and if   
     
     
     
 , then replace  
  
  by  . 
iii.) If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of 
variance components into equation 3.7 to simulate a value for the target 
value  . 
iv.) Using the retained simulated pair of variance components and the target 
value  , simulate values for      
    
 
   
    
  
 
  and      
    
 
   
    
  
 
 .  
v.) Repeat steps i.) to iii.) for example  ̅          times and plot a scatterplot 
of the    and    simulated values with    plotted on the vertical axis.  
vi.) For the simulated     and     values, construct a reference line given by 
         ̅   and draw the reference line on the scatterplot.  
vii.) Slide the intersection point along the reference line until           of 
the          pairs are contained in the half rectangle opening towards the 
lower right portion of the graph. The coordinates of the resulting 
intersection point then form a two - sided       tolerance interval of the 
desired form. 
Likewise, Figure 4.1.10 below also represents two – sided                 
tolerance interval for the medicinal data given in Table 3.2.1 using method 3 where 
       
 
 used for determining the    and   values, was equal to      .  For the 
medicinal tablets data given in Table 3.2.1, the two – sided                 
tolerance interval can be interpreted as follows: if medicinal tablets are 
manufactured,     of the amount of active ingredient present in the manufactured 
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medicinal tablets will have a weight between            and              with 
probability       
Figure 4.1.10: Constructing a Two – Sided             Tolerance Interval for 
the Medicinal Tablets Data Given in Table 3.2.1 Obtained using Method 3. 
 
Two – Sided               Tolerance Interval:                       
4.2.3    – Expectation Tolerance Interval using Table 3.2.1 
To construct an   - expectation tolerance interval for the balanced one - way random 
effects model given in equation 3.2, Wolfinger (1998) suggested that simulations be 
conducted from an appropriate predictive distribution         where    represents a 
future observation from a new or unknown batch.  
Three methods, all using Bayesian simulation, can be used to construct these     – 
expectation tolerance interval.  
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Method 1 
I. Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
   subject to the condition that 
   
     
     
  using the Bayesian simulation method described in Chapter 
2. 
II. If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of variance 
components into  the normal distribution given in equation 3.7 and simulate a 
value   from this normal distribution. 
III. Substitute the simulated variance components   
  and   
 , as well as the 
simulated value for   into the conditional posterior of        
    
 , which 
according to Wolfinger (1998), is given by        
    
        
    
     
Simulate a future observation from a new or unknown batch    from this 
normal distribution. 
IV. Repeat steps i.) to iii.) for example  ̅          times and draw a histogram of 
the simulated    values. This histogram represents an estimate of the 
unconditional predictive distribution  (  | )  
Figure 4.1.11 below represents histogram of the estimated unconditional predictive 
distribution using method 1 as proposed by Wolfinger (1998).  The “left” and “right” 
vertical lines indicate the       and        percentiles respectively which also 
represents the estimated Bayesian        – expectation tolerance interval. 
The     equal tail credibility interval representing the        – expectation 
tolerance interval for the medicinal tablets data given in Table 3.2.1, is equal to 
                      and can easily be determined by ranking the simulated    
values. 
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Figure 4.1.11: Histogram and Smooth Curve of the Estimated Unconditional 
Predictive Distribution for the Medicinal Tablets Data Given in Table 3.2.1. 
Obtained using Method 1. 
 
     – Expectation Tolerance Interval:                       
Method 2 
It was mentioned earlier that in order to obtain the   - expectation tolerance interval, 
the predictive density of a future observation from a new or unknown batch needs to 
be determined.  
According to Wolfinger (1998), the conditional predictive density is given by 
       
    
        
    
  . 
It was also given in equation 3.7 that the conditional posterior distribution of the 
target value   is given by 
    
    
       ̅   
 
  
   
     
   . 
Now  
     
        
    
        
and 
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  . 
Since 
                   
    
It follows that 
     
        
    
             
and 
           
    
      *       
        
    
  +       *     
        
    
  +    
    
  . 
Also, 
       
    
           
    
      ̅   
and 
         
    
       *       
     
    
  +            
     
    
   
                               
    
  
   
      
  
  
. 
Therefore, the conditional predictive density of    is given by 
     
    
       ̅     
    
   
 
  
   
     
   .                                             4.4 
To simulate the estimated conditional predictive distribution        , and, hence 
determine the   expectation tolerance interval, the following steps should be 
followed. 
I. Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
   subject to the condition that 
   
     
     
  using the Bayesian simulation method described in Chapter 
2. 
II. If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of variance 
components    
  and   
 , as well as the sample mean  ̅   into in equation 4.4, 
simulate a value     and draw normal distribution. 
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III. Repeat steps i.) to iii.) for example  ̅          times and draw a histogram of 
the simulated    values. This histogram represents an estimate of the 
unconditional predictive distribution  (  | )  
Figure 4.1.12: Estimated Unconditional Predictive Distribution          for the 
Medicinal Tablets Data Given in Table 3.2.1. Obtained using Method 2 
 
     – Expectation Tolerance Interval:                       
Figure 4.1.12 represents the estimated unconditional predictive Distribution         
for the medicinal Tablets Data using method 2.  The “left” and “right” vertical lines 
drawn on the graph indicate the       and        percentiles respectively which also 
represents the estimated Bayesian        – expectation tolerance interval. 
The     equal tail credibility interval representing the        – expectation 
tolerance interval for the medicinal tablets data given in Table 3.2.1, is equal to 
                     and can easily be determined by ranking the simulated    
values.  This interval values can be interpreted as the process manufacturing the 
small batches of medicinal tablets will be in control if     or more future medicinal 
tablets manufactured have an amount of active ingredient weighing between 
           and           . 
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Method 3 
i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
   using the Bayesian 
simulation method described in Chapter 2 subject to the condition that 
   
     
     
  is true, if not and if   
     
     
     
   then replace  
  
  by  .  
ii.) If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of 
variance components    
  and   
 , as well as the sample mean  ̅   into in 
equation 4.4, simulate a value     and draw normal distribution. 
iii.) Repeat steps i.) to iii.) for example  ̅          times and draw a histogram 
of the simulated    values. This histogram represents an estimate of the 
unconditional predictive distribution  (  | )  
Figure 4.1.13 also represents histogram of the estimated unconditional predictive 
distribution using method 3.  The “left” and “right” vertical lines indicate the       
and        percentiles respectively which also represents the estimated Bayesian 
       – expectation tolerance interval. 
Figure 4.1.13: Histogram and Smooth Curve of the Estimated Unconditional 
Predictive Distribution for the Medicinal Tablets Data Given in Table 3.2.1. 
Obtained using Method 3 
 
     – Expectation Tolerance Interval:                         
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The     equal tail credibility interval representing the        – expectation 
tolerance interval for the medicinal tablets data given in Table 3.2.1, is equal to 
                      and can easily be determined by ranking the simulated    
values. This interval values can be interpreted as the process manufacturing the 
small batches of medicinal tablets will be in control if     or more future 
medicinal tablets manufactured have an amount of active ingredient weighing 
between            and           . 
4.2.4  Fixed – in – Advance Tolerance Interval using Table 3.2.1 
To determine the content of a fixed - in - advance tolerance interval using the 
Bayesian approach, the posterior density of the content has to be determined 
(Wolfinger, 1998).  If a lower fixed - in - advance limit,  , is specified for a sample 
with data assumed to arise from the balanced one - way random effects model given 
in equation 3.1, the content   of the interval       for each observation in the sample 
of simulated parameters      
    
   is determined by 
     [
   
         
 
 
]  
Since a lower fixed - in - advance limit s is selected, the main focus will be on the 
content of the interval       , and thus, the content less than the specified lower 
specifications limit  .  The content of the interval        can therefore be determined 
by calculating  
    [
   
         
 
 
] 
where      represents a standard normal cumulative distribution function (Wolfinger, 
1998).  As just mentioned, recall, the content    of the interval        denotes the 
fraction of process measurements that lie below a preselected fixed - in – advance 
lower specification limit   (Hugo, 2012).  If the content    is therefore found for each 
observation in the sample of simulated parameters, these calculated    values form 
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a sample from the posterior density of the content below the preselected 
specification limit   (Wolfinger, 1998). 
To determine a fixed - in - advance tolerance interval for the content of the interval 
       , the following steps can be followed: 
Method 1 
I. Simulate a pair of variance components    
   and   
   using the Bayesian 
simulation method discussed in Chapter 2. Retain only those pairs of variance 
components that meet the condition stating that    
     
     
 . 
II. If the condition stated in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of 
variance components into the normal distribution given in equation 3.7 and 
simulate a value   from this normal distribution. 
III. Substitute the simulated variance components   
  and   
  , as well as the 
simulated value for  , into the formula for the content of the interval        
given by      [
   
   
    
  
 
 
]   
 
√  
  
 
 
   
   
    
  
 
 
  
       
IV. Repeat the simulation process explained in steps i.) to iii.) for example 
  ̅         times and draw a histogram representing the estimated posterior 
distribution of the content    below the preselected specification limit  . 
A         equal tail credibility interval can also easily be determined for the content 
of the interval        by ranking the sample of    values in order of magnitude and 
then finding the     
   
 
    and     
   
 
    percentiles of the ranked simulated    
values.  This         equal tail credibility interval represents the fixed – in – 
advance tolerance interval of the content below a preselected specification limit   . 
           was selected for illustrative purpose from the medicinal tablets data 
given in table 3.2.1.  The selected lower specification limit            can for 
example indicate the minimum amount of active ingredient that has to be taken per 
dose to render the medication effective. 
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Figure 4.1. 14: Histogram of the Estimated Posterior Distribution of the interval 
               i.e. the Fraction of Medicinal Tablets Containing an Amount 
of Active Ingredient Less than the Preselected Fixed-in-Advance Lower 
Specification Limit          mg  for the 
 
    Fixed – in – Advance Tolerance Interval:                  
  
Figure 4.1.14 represents the histogram of the estimated posterior distribution of the 
content of the interval        obtained using ordinary Monte simulation.  From the 
Figure 4.1.14 above, one can see that the posterior content of the interval        is 
positively skewed.  Also, the     equal tail credibility interval or fixed – in – advance 
tolerance interval of the posterior content of the interval               is equal to 
                 .  This means that between       and        of medicinal tablets 
manufactured in future batches, will contain an amount of active ingredient less than 
the specified preselected limit           mg. 
Method 3 
I. Simulate a pair of variance components    
   and   
   using the Bayesian 
simulation method discussed in Chapter 2. Check if    
     
     
  is true, if 
not and if   
     
     
     
   then replace    
  by  . 
II. If the condition stated in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of 
variance components into the normal distribution given in equation 3.7 and 
simulate a value   from this normal distribution. 
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III. Substitute the simulated variance components   
  and   
  , as well as the 
simulated value for  , into the formula for the content of the interval        
given by      [
   
   
    
  
 
 
]   
 
√  
  
 
 
   
   
    
  
 
 
  
       
IV. Repeat the simulation process explained in steps i.) to iii.) for example 
  ̅         times and draw a histogram representing the estimated posterior 
distribution of the content    below the preselected specification limit  . 
Figure 4.1.15: Histogram of the Estimated Posterior Distribution of the interval 
               i.e. the Fraction of Medicinal Tablets Containing an Amount 
of Active Ingredient Less than the Preselected Fixed-in-Advance Lower 
Specification Limit             for the 
 
    Fixed – in – Advance Tolerance Interval:                  
Figure 4.1.15 represents histogram of the estimated posterior distribution of the 
content of the interval         obtained using ordinary Monte simulation and 
method 3.  Also, the     equal tail credibility interval or fixed – in – advance 
tolerance interval of the posterior content of the interval               is equal to 
                 .  This means that between       and        of medicinal tablets 
manufactured in future batches, will contain an amount of active ingredient less than 
the specified preselected limit           mg. 
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Note to be remember, the preselected lower specification limit            was 
selected for illustrative purpose only 
4.3 SIMULATION USING TABLE 3.2.2 
The same techniques and procedures used for the medicinal tablets data will be 
used to apply on the tensile-strength data.  
4.3.1  Simulation of   
  and   
  using Table 3.2.2 
The same techniques and procedures used for the medicinal tablets data will be 
used to apply on the tensile-strength data.  
Simulate the unknown variance component   
  using the    
  distribution by obtaining 
  
  
    
   
 
    
To simulate (  
     
    we know that 
    
  
     
  follows a chi – square distribution with 
       degrees of freedom. It is therefore known that 
    
        
     
  
where  
      ∑  ̅     ̅     
   
 
   
 
A simulated value of (  
     
   can thus be obtained in a straightforward way using 
(  
     
    
    
   
  . 
To obtain   
   one therefore has to determine 
  
  
(  
     
 )   
 
 
. 
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To guarantee that only positive values for the variance components are obtained, the 
simulated variance components are kept only if  
  
  
(  
     
 )   
 
 
     or 
In other words 
    
      
     
     
 . 
Repeat the process for example  ̅        times, retain only the positive pairs of 
variance components, and draw histograms of   
  and   
 .  The histograms will 
represent the estimated marginal posterior distributions     
     and     
     
respectively. 
Figure 4.1.16: Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of   
  
for Data Given in Table 3.2.2 
 
    Credible Interval:                   
 
Histogram of the estimated marginal posterior distribution of the unknown variance 
component   
  given by      
    , is represented in Figure 4.1.16. 
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From Figure 4.1.16, it can be seen that the histogram of the estimated marginal 
posterior distribution of the batch component   
  is positively skewed due to low 
number of degrees of freedom          associated with   
 .  The     equal 
tail credibility interval of   
  can also be determined by ranking the retained simulated 
values for   
  and finding the       and        percentiles of the ranked simulated 
values.  The     equal tail credibility interval of the batch variance component   
  is 
given by                   . 
Figure 4.1.17: Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of   
   
for the Tensile-Strength Data Given in Table 3.2.2 
 
    Credible Interval:                    
 
The histogram of the estimated marginal posterior distribution of the unknown 
variance component   
  given by     
      is represented in the above Figure 4.1.17. 
It is clear from Figure 4.1.17 that the histogram exhibits a fairly symmetrical shape.  
This fairly symmetrical shape that Figure 4.1.17 exhibits is due to its relatively high 
number of degrees of freedom.  The degrees of freedom for   
  is           
    for the tensile-strength data given in Table 3.2.2.  The     equal tail credibility 
interval of the batch variance component   
  is given by                    . 
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Figure 4.1.18: Smooth Curve of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution 
of   
  and    
  for the Tensile-Strength Data Given in Table 3.2.2 
Figure 4.1.18 represents smooth curve of the estimated posterior distribution of   
  
(DeltaA) and   
  (deltaE) for the tensile-strength data from Table 3.2.2.  The red 
curve represents       simulated values of   
  and the blue curve represents       
simulated   
 .  Arrow A shows when   
   is greater than   
    in other words,     
   
  
 ). This situation produces negative variance/s which method 1 and 2 disregard 
from their simulation processes.  With the       simulated values, exactly      
values produced negative variances and had to be changed to zero in the simulation 
process in Method 3. 
4.3.2 Simulation of the target value   using Table 3.2.2 
For the simulation of  , it requires substituting each of the simulated and retained 
pairs of variance components, which is   
  and   
  into equation 3.7.  After this 
substitution is done, one can then draw a value   from the normal distribution given 
in equation 3.7. There will thus be one simulated value   for each pair of retained 
simulated variance components. 
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The resulting set of simulated   values can then be displayed in a histogram. This 
histogram will represent the estimated marginal posterior distribution of the target 
value  . 
The estimated marginal posterior distribution of   can also be determined using the 
Rao Blackwell method.  For each pair of simulated variance components, the normal 
distribution given in equation 3.7 is therefore drawn.  Repeat for example  ̅        
times, in other words, once for each pair of simulated retained variance components. 
The average distribution of these   ̅ normal distributions will then represent the 
estimated unconditional posterior distribution of  , in other words       . 
For the tensile-strength data given in Table 3.2.2, the histogram of the estimated 
marginal posterior distribution of the target value   is represented in figure 4.1.19. 
Figure 4.1. 19: Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of 
the Target Value    for the Tensile-Strength Data Given in Table 3.2.2 
The      Equal Tail Credibility Interval:                       
The     equal tail credibility interval for the estimated marginal posterior distribution 
of the fixed target   is                      for the tensile-strength data given in 
Table 3.2.2.  The     credibility interval is also obtained finding the       and        
percentiles of the ranked simulated   values. 
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4.3.3  Simulation of the Random (batch) Effects               using Table 
3.2.2 
For one to find the posterior distribution of               given the variance 
components   
  and   
 ,               values can be simulated from the normal 
distribution given in equation 3.9.  Equation 3.9 can also be straightforwardly 
rewritten as follows: Wolfinger (1998) and others have shown that the conditional 
posterior density of    (conditional on  ,   
 ,   
  and the data) follows a normal 
distribution with 
       
    
       *
   
 
  
     
 +   ̅                             
and 
          
    
       
  
   
 
  
     
                         . 
It is also known from equation 3.7 that 
      
    
        ̅   
 
  
   
     
   . 
It thus follows that 
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 +   ̅      ̅                 
and for           
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                            =
  
   
 
  
     
  
    
   
 
 
 
  
     
   
                           = 
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+  
For               the posterior distribution of    is therefore given by 
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 *  
  
   
 
 
+ .                                         4.5 
The estimated marginal posterior distributions of the random (batch) effects         
            can be simulated using equation 4.5 as follows: 
i. For each of the   ̅pairs of retained, simulated variance components   
  and 
  
   draw the conditional posterior normal distributions given in equation 
4.5. 
ii. Using Rao Blackwell argument, the estimated marginal posterior 
distributions of the random effects                 i.e.         are then 
obtained as the average distributions of the   ̅ conditional posterior 
distributions 
Figure 4.1.20: Estimated Marginal Posterior Distributions                   of 
the Random (Batch) Effects for the Tensile-Strength Data Given in Table 3.2.2. 
 
Figure 4.1.20 above represents the estimated marginal posterior distributions 
                       of the Random (Batch) Effects for the Tensile-Strength Data 
given in Table 3.2.2. 
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4.4  TOLERANCE INTERVALS SIMULATION 
4.4.1 Simulation of the One – Sided       Tolerance Intervals using Table 
3.2.2 
Method 1 
i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
    subject to the condition 
that    
     
     
  using the Bayesian simulation method described in 
chapter 2. 
ii.) If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated pair components into 
equation 3.7 and simulate   using equation 3.7 
iii.) Use the simulated variance components   
  and   
 , as well as the 
simulated target value  , and calculate          
    
  
 
   where    
represents the     quantile of a standard normal distribution. 
iv.) Repeat steps i.) – iii.) for example   ̅=      times and draw the histogram 
of the simulated   values.  This histogram will represents the estimated 
marginal posterior density of  , in other words,        
Figure 4.1.21: Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of 
the           Quantile of       
    
   for the Tensile-Strength Data Given in 
Table 3.2.2. Obtained using Method 1. 
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Figure 4.1.21 plots the estimated marginal posterior density of   , which in this 
case is the            quantile  (or tenth percentile) of the       
    
   
distribution.  The distribution describes future data from new batches.  The 
vertical line on Figure 4.1.21 mark the             quantile (or fifth percentile) of 
these densities, thus indicating the Bayesian, “B basis,”             lower 
tolerance limits.   
One – sided tolerance limit was determined for the tensile-strength data given in 
Table 3.2.2, with              The Bayesian, “B basis,”             lower 
tolerance limit for the tensile-strength data in Table 3.2.2 is          which is 
indicated by the vertical line as explained above.  
Method 2 
i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
   using the Bayesian 
simulation method described in chapter 2 and check that the condition 
   
     
     
   is being met. 
ii.) If the condition is met, substitute the simulated pair components into 
equation 4.3 and simulate a value   from this normal distribution 
iii.) Repeat steps i.) – ii.) for example   ̅=      times and draw the histogram 
representing the estimated marginal posterior distribution of  .  
Figure 4.1.22: Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of 
the            Quantile of       
    
   for the Tensile-Strength Data Given in 
Table 3.2.2. Obtained using Method 2. 
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Figure 4.1.22 plots the estimated marginal posterior density of   , which in this 
case is the            quantile  (or tenth percentile) of the       
    
   
distribution.  The distribution describes future data from new batches.  The 
vertical line on Figure 4.1.22 mark the             quantile (or fifth percentile) of 
these densities, thus indicating the Bayesian, “B basis,”             lower 
tolerance limits.  One – sided tolerance limit was determined for the tensile-
strength data given in Table 3.2.2, with              The Bayesian, “B basis,” 
            lower tolerance limit for the tensile-strength data in Table 3.2.2 is 
         which is indicated by the vertical line as explained above. 
Method 3 
i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
   using the Bayesian 
simulation method described in chapter 2 and check that the conditions 
   
     
     
  is true, if not and if   
     
     
     
   then replace  
  
  by  . 
ii.) If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated pair components into 
equation 3.7 and simulate   using equation 3.7 
iii.) Use the simulated variance components   
  and   
 , as well as the 
simulated target value  , and calculate          
    
  
 
   where    
represents the     quantile of a standard normal distribution. 
iv.) Repeat steps i.) – iii.) for example   ̅=      times and draw the histogram 
of the simulated   values.  This histogram will represents the estimated 
marginal posterior density of  , in other words,        
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Figure 4.1.23: Histogram of the Estimated Marginal Posterior Distribution of 
the            Quantile of       
    
   for the Tensile-Strength Data Given in 
Table 3.2.2. Obtained using Method 3. 
 
Lower             One – Sided Tolerance Limit:            
Figure 4.1.23 plots the estimated marginal posterior density of   , which in this 
case is the            quantile  (or tenth percentile) of the       
    
   
distribution.  The distribution describes future data from new batches.  The 
vertical line on figure 4.1.23 mark the             quantile (or fifth percentile) of 
these densities, thus indicating the Bayesian, “B basis,”             lower 
tolerance limits.  One – sided tolerance limit was determined for the tensile-
strength data given in Table 3.2.2, with              The Bayesian, “B basis,” 
            lower tolerance limit for the tensile-strength data in Table 3.2.2 is 
          which is indicated by the vertical line. 
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4.4.2  Two – Sided       Tolerance interval using Table 3.2.2 
Method 1 
i.) Simulate the variance components   
  and   
  using the Bayesian 
simulation method explained in Chapter 2, subject to condition that 
   
     
     
   
ii.) If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of 
variance components into equation 3.7 to simulate a value for the target 
value  . 
iii.) Using the retained simulated pair of variance components and the target 
value  , simulate values for      
    
 
   
    
  
 
  and      
    
 
   
    
  
 
 .  
iv.) Repeat steps i.) to iii.) for example  ̅          times and plot a scatterplot 
of the    and    simulated values with    plotted on the vertical axis.  
v.) For the simulated     and     values, construct a reference line given by 
         ̅   and draw the reference line on the scatterplot.  
vi.) Slide the intersection point along the reference line until           of 
the          pairs are contained in the half rectangle opening towards the 
lower right portion of the graph. The coordinates of the resulting 
intersection point then form a two - sided       tolerance interval of the 
desired form. 
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Figure 4.1.24: Constructing a Two – Sided             Tolerance Interval for 
the Tensile-Strength Data Given in Table 3.2.2. Obtained using Method 1. 
 
Two – Sided               Tolerance Interval:                        
Figure 4.1.24 represents two – sided                 tolerance interval for the 
tensile-strength data given in Table 3.2.2 using method 1 as proposed by wolfinger 
(1998) where 
       
 
 used for determining the    and   values, was equal to      .  
For the tensile-strength data given in Table 3.2.2, the two – sided           
      tolerance interval is                      . 
Method 3 
i.) Simulate the variance components   
  and   
  using the Bayesian 
simulation method explained in Chapter 2, subject to condition that 
   
     
     
  is true, if not and if   
     
     
     
 , then replace  
  
  by  . 
ii.) If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of 
variance components into equation 3.7 to simulate a value for the target 
value  . 
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iii.) Using the retained simulated pair of variance components and the target 
value  , simulate values for      
    
 
   
    
  
 
  and      
    
 
   
    
  
 
 .  
iv.) Repeat steps i.) to iii.) for example  ̅          times and plot a scatterplot 
of the    and    simulated values with    plotted on the vertical axis.  
v.) For the simulated     and     values, construct a reference line given by 
         ̅   and draw the reference line on the scatterplot.  
vi.) Slide the intersection point along the reference line until           of 
the          pairs are contained in the half rectangle opening towards the 
lower right portion of the graph. The coordinates of the resulting 
intersection point then form a two - sided       tolerance interval of the 
desired form. 
Figure 4.1.25: Constructing a Two – Sided             Tolerance Interval for 
the Tensile-Strength Data Given in Table 3.2.2. Obtained using Method 3. 
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Figure 4.1.25 represents two – sided                 tolerance interval for 
the tensile-strength data given in Table 3.2.2 using method 3 where 
       
 
 used 
for determining the    and   values, was equal to      .  For the tensile-strength 
data given in Table 3.2.2, the two – sided                 tolerance interval 
is                      . 
4.4.3    – Expectation Tolerance Interval using Table 3.2.2 
Method 1 
i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
   subject to the condition 
that    
     
     
  using the Bayesian simulation method described in 
Chapter 2. 
ii.) If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of 
variance components into  the normal distribution given in equation 3.7 
and simulate a value   from this normal distribution. 
iii.) Substitute the simulated variance components   
  and   
 , as well as the 
simulated value for   into the conditional posterior of        
    
 , which 
according to Wolfinger (1998), is given by        
    
        
    
     
Simulate a future observation from a new or unknown batch    from this 
normal distribution. 
iv.) Repeat steps i.) to iii.) for example  ̅          times and draw a histogram 
of the simulated    values. This histogram represents an estimate of the 
unconditional predictive distribution  (  | )  
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Figure 4.1.26: Histogram and Smooth Curve of the Estimated Unconditional 
Predictive Distribution for the Tensile-Strength Data Given in Table 3.2.2. 
Obtained using Method 1. 
     – Expectation Tolerance Interval:                      
Figure 4.1.26 represents histogram of the estimated unconditional predictive 
distribution using method 1 as proposed by Wolfinger (1998).  The two “left” and 
“right” vertical line indicate the       and        percentiles respectively which also 
represents the estimated Bayesian        – expectation tolerance interval. 
The     equal tail credibility interval representing the        – expectation 
tolerance interval for the medicinal tablets data given in Table 3.2.2, is equal to 
                      and can easily be determined by ranking the simulated    
values. 
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Method 2 
i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
   subject to the condition 
that    
     
     
  using the Bayesian simulation method described in 
Chapter 2. 
ii.) If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of 
variance components    
  and   
 , as well as the sample mean  ̅   into in 
equation 4.3.3, simulate a value     and draw normal distribution. 
iii.) Repeat steps i.) to iii.) for example  ̅          times and draw a histogram 
of the simulated    values. This histogram represents an estimate of the 
unconditional predictive distribution  (  | )  
Figure 4.1. 27: Estimated Unconditional Predictive Distribution          for the 
Tensile-Strength Data Given in Table 3.2.2. Obtained using Method 2. 
 
     – Expectation Tolerance Interval:                      
Figure 4.1.27 represents histogram of the estimated unconditional predictive 
distribution using method 2. The two “left” and “right” vertical line indicate the       
and        percentiles respectively which also represents the estimated Bayesian 
       – expectation tolerance interval. 
The     equal tail credibility interval representing the        – expectation 
tolerance interval for the medicinal tablets data given in Table 3.2.2, is equal to 
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                      and can easily be determined by ranking the simulated    
values. 
Method 3 
i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
    
   using the Bayesian 
simulation method described in Chapter 2 subject to the condition that 
   
     
     
  is true, if not and if   
     
     
     
   then replace  
  
  by  .  
ii.) If the condition in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of 
variance components into  the normal distribution given in equation 3.7 
and simulate a value   from this normal distribution. 
iii.) Substitute the simulated variance components   
  and   
 , as well as the 
simulated value for   into the conditional posterior of        
    
 , which 
according to Wolfinger (1998), is given by        
    
        
    
     
Simulate a future observation from a new or unknown batch    from this 
normal distribution. 
iv.) Repeat steps i.) to iii.) for example  ̅          times and draw a histogram 
of the simulated    values. This histogram represents an estimate of the 
unconditional predictive distribution  (  | )  
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Figure 4.1. 28: Histogram and Smooth Curve of the Estimated Unconditional 
Predictive Distribution for the Tensile-Strength Data Given in Table 3.2.2. 
Obtained using Method 3. 
 
     – Expectation Tolerance Interval:                      
The     equal tail credibility interval representing the        – expectation 
tolerance interval for the medicinal tablets data given in Table 3.2.2, is equal to 
                     and can easily be determined by ranking the simulated    
values. This interval values can be interpreted as the process manufacturing the 
small batches of medicinal tablets will be in control if     or more future 
medicinal tablets manufactured have an amount of active ingredient weighing 
between            and           . 
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4.4.4  Fixed – in – Advance Tolerance Interval using Table 3.2.2 
Method 1 
i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
   and   
   using the Bayesian 
simulation method discussed in Chapter 2. Retain only those pairs of 
variance components that meet the condition stating that    
     
     
 . 
ii.) If the condition stated in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of 
variance components into the normal distribution given in equation 3.7 and 
simulate a value   from this normal distribution. 
iii.) Substitute the simulated variance components   
  and   
  , as well as the 
simulated value for  , into the formula for the content of the interval        
given by      [
   
   
    
  
 
 
]   
 
√  
  
 
 
   
   
    
  
 
 
  
       
iv.) Repeat the simulation process explained in steps i.) to iii.) for example 
  ̅         times and draw a histogram representing the estimated 
posterior distribution of the content    below the preselected specification 
limit  . 
Figure 4.1. 29: Histogram of the Estimated Posterior Distribution of the interval 
          i.e. the Portion of Tensile-Strength data Less than the Preselected 
Fixed-in-Advance Lower Specification Limit        for the Data Given in 
Table 3.2.2 Obtained using method 1. 
    Fixed – in – Advance Tolerance Interval:                  
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Figure 4.1.29 represents the histogram of the estimated posterior distribution of the 
content of the interval        obtained using ordinary Monte simulation.  From the 
Figure 4.1.29 above, one can see that the posterior content of the interval        is 
positively skewed.  Also, the     equal tail credibility interval or fixed – in – advance 
tolerance interval of the posterior content of the interval            is equal to 
                .   
Method 3 
i.) Simulate a pair of variance components    
   and   
   using the Bayesian 
simulation method discussed in Chapter 2. Check if    
     
     
  is 
true, if not and if   
     
     
     
   then replace    
  by  . 
ii.) If the condition stated in i.) is met, substitute the simulated retained pair of 
variance components into the normal distribution given in equation 3.7 and 
simulate a value   from this normal distribution. 
iii.) Substitute the simulated variance components   
  and   
  , as well as the 
simulated value for  , into the formula for the content of the interval        
given by      [
   
   
    
  
 
 
]   
 
√  
  
 
 
   
   
    
  
 
 
  
       
iv.) Repeat the simulation process explained in steps i.) to iii.) for example 
  ̅         times and draw a histogram representing the estimated 
posterior distribution of the content    below the preselected specification 
limit  . 
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Figure 4.1. 30: Histogram of the Estimated Posterior Distribution of the interval 
          i.e.  The Portion of Tensile-Strength data Less than the Preselected 
Fixed-in-Advance Lower Specification Limit        for the Data Given in 
Table 3.2.2. Obtained using method 3 
          –     –                           :                  
Figure 4.1.30 represents the histogram of the estimated posterior distribution of the 
content of the interval         obtained using ordinary Monte simulation and 
method 3.    From the Figure 4.1.30 above, one can see that the posterior content of 
the interval        is positively skewed.  Also, the     equal tail credibility interval 
or fixed – in – advance tolerance interval of the posterior content of the interval 
           is equal to                  .   
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4.5  COMPARATIVE RESULTS BETWEEN THE THREE METHODS ON ONE - 
SIDED, TWO-SIDED,    -EXPECTATION AND FIXED IN ADVANCE 
TOLERANCE INTERVALS USING DATA REPRESENTED IN TABLES 
3.2.1 AND 3.2.2 
 
Comparative results using the two data is showed in Table 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 below. 
4.5.1 Comparative Results between the three Methods on One - Sided, Two-
sided,     - Expectation and Fixed in Advance Tolerance Intervals using 
Data Represented by Table 3.2.1 
Table 4.5.1: Shows the figures obtained using the three different Methods. 
 Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 
One-Side       
Tolerance interval 
                  
 
         
Two-Sided       
Tolerance Interval 
              
          
        
           
              ] 
        
           
              ] 
        
  - Expectation 
Tolerance Interval 
 
             
            ] 
        
             
              ] 
        
          – 
          
        
Fixed-In-Advanced 
Tolerance Interval 
              
        
        
          
               ] 
        
          
               ] 
        
NB: the values with asterisk (*) are the values for the ranges for each individual 
intervals associated with it and the bold values represent the smallest (narrowest) 
among the rest. 
From the above Table 4.5.1, it is clear that method 3 produced the smallest value for 
the One-Sided tolerance interval.  Method 1 produced the smallest ranges 
(narrowest ranges) for Two-sided tolerance intervals and the Fixed-In-Advanced 
tolerance interval.  Method 2 produced the smallest range (narrowest range) for the 
  – Expectation tolerance interval is concerned.   
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 4.5.2  Comparative Results between the three Methods on One - Sided, Two-
sided,     - Expectation and Fixed in Advance Tolerance Intervals using 
Data Represented by Table 3.2.2 
Table 4.5.2: Shows the figures obtained using the three different Methods. 
 Method 1       Method 3 
One-Side       T.I                   
 
         
Two-Sided       T.I               
          
          
            
          
          
           
             ] 
          
  - Expectation T.I 
 
            
            ] 
         
             
            ] 
         
          – 
          
         
Fixed-In-Advanced T.I           
        
        
          
        
        
         
                ] 
        
From the above Table 4.5.2, it is clear that method 1 produced the smallest value for 
the One-Sided tolerance interval.  Method 3 produced the smallest ranges 
(narrowest ranges) for the Two-sided tolerance intervals,   – Expectation tolerance 
interval and Fixed-In-Advanced tolerance interval. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
5.1 CONCLUSION  
The medicinal tablet and tensile strength data examples illustrate the flexibility and 
unique features of the Bayesian simulation process for the construction of tolerance 
intervals for variance components models when negative variance components are 
either replaced by zero, or completely disregarded. 
Even though these examples (data from Table 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) for this research 
consist of only balanced data and have only one random effect.  Nevertheless these 
methods (methods used in this research) can be applied similarly to unbalanced data 
and models with multiple variance components (Wolfinger 1998). 
Furthermore, the computation required by the Bayesian simulation method is well 
within reach of today‟s computer environments.  It usually takes less than a minute 
or so depending on the actual coding/programming on a reasonably efficient 
machine to completely run the programme.   
The Bayesian method allows prior information on model parameters, when it exits to 
be accommodated directly. In a situation where there isn‟t any prior information, 
standard non-informative reference priors can also be used.  Final results can easily 
be presented in terms of common statistics and histograms, providing a 
straightforward and visual means of communication to investigators. 
Wider interval means less confidence and narrower intervals mean better accuracy.  
From the comparative results, it appears that different data formats yield different 
results.  The data from (Hugo, 2012) Table 3.2.1, and (Wolfinger, 1998) Table 3.2.2 
produced two different contrasting conclusions for the methods with the smallest 
values (narrowest ranges).  In (Hugo, 2012) data (Table 3.2.1), method one seems 
to come out as the method that produced the smallest ranges for different tolerance 
intervals.  On the other hand, by using (Wolfinger, 1998) data (Table 3.2.2), it was 
evidential that method three was the method that produced the smallest (narrowest 
range) values for the different tolerance intervals. 
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Furthermore, from the findings of this research, it is evidential that if a data has small 
variations within its values, it is more likely that it will not produce negative values.  
This is so because the data from (Hugo, 2012) Table 3.2.1, the variation was much 
smaller (smallest value in the data is        and the largest value is       , the 
difference is equals to                         and failed to produced negative 
value/s.  In contrast to the data from (Wolfinger, 1998) Table 3.2.2 which had much 
bigger variation, (smallest value in the data is     and the largest value is    , the 
difference is equal to                 it did produced negative values and about 
    out of the simulated values were changed from negative to zero.  
The disregarding of negative variance from the Bayesian simulation process does 
have some effect on the overestimation of the true variance which makes for 
example,     credibility interval coverage rates being larger than the nominal     .  
Therefore, by disregarding negative values and replacing them with completely new 
set the credibility intervals become slightly wider. 
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LIST OF ALGORITHMS 
Random Effects Model for Table 3.2.1 
Random Effects Model  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
format 
clc; 
clear; 
randn('seed',sum(100*clock)); 
b = 15; 
k = 10; 
v1 = b*(k-1); 
v2 = b-1; 
dataY = [150.52 150.39 150.31 150.49 150.47 150.67 150.17 150.45 150.42 150.37 
         150.35 150.47 150.72 150.56 150.53 150.62 150.60 150.52 150.51 150.63 
         150.48 150.79 150.63 150.46 150.71 150.67 150.70 150.48 150.48 150.58 
         150.41 150.45 150.40 150.33 150.24 150.39 150.28 150.36 150.27 150.33 
         150.58 150.54 150.30 150.54 150.50 150.32 150.58 150.46 150.41 150.49 
         150.49 150.83 150.66 150.63 150.72 150.79 150.64 150.62 150.71 150.73 
         150.33 150.44 150.48 150.34 150.50 150.42 150.37 150.54 150.39 150.52 
         150.39 150.52 150.35 150.52 150.47 150.54 150.51 150.37 150.54 150.53 
         150.64 150.78 150.51 150.69 150.51 150.47 150.60 150.50 150.69 150.72 
         150.61 150.49 150.60 150.50 150.68 150.56 150.59 150.73 150.62 150.62 
         150.48 150.25 150.49 150.43 150.40 150.44 150.31 150.36 150.30 150.40 
         150.35 150.41 150.36 150.39 150.34 150.37 150.51 150.32 150.25 150.32 
         150.54 150.67 150.57 150.45 150.57 150.48 150.39 150.38 150.67 150.42 
         150.41 150.54 150.57 150.73 150.47 150.72 150.72 150.49 150.66 150.58 
         150.60 150.45 150.66 150.72 150.45 150.51 150.69 150.62 150.55 150.45]; 
          
Ybar = mean(dataY,2); 
YbarBig = mean(Ybar); 
  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Calculate v1m1 & v2m2 
  
v1m1 = 0; 
v2m2 = 0; 
for i = 1:b; 
    for j = 1:k; 
        v1m1 = v1m1 + (dataY(i,j) - Ybar(i))^2; 
    end 
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end 
for i = 1:b; 
    v2m2 = v2m2 + k*(Ybar(i) - YbarBig)^2; 
end 
  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
v1m1 
v2m2 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
deltaE = [ ]; 
delta12 = [ ]; 
deltaA = [ ]; 
U = [ ]; 
var2 = [ ]; 
for i = 1:10000 
    i 
    z1 = randn(1,v1); 
    chi2v1 = z1*z1'; 
    deltaE1 = v1m1/chi2v1; 
    z2 = randn(1,v2); 
    chi2v2 = z2*z2'; 
    delta121 = v2m2/chi2v2; 
    deltaA1 = (delta121 - deltaE1)/k; 
    z3 = randn(1,1); 
    var1 = (deltaE1 + k*deltaA1)/(k*b); 
    U1 = (z3*sqrt(var1)) + YbarBig; 
    if delta121 > deltaE1 
        delta12 = [delta12 delta121]; 
        deltaE = [deltaE deltaE1]; 
        deltaA = [deltaA deltaA1]; 
        U = [U U1]; 
        var2 = [var2 var1]; 
    end     
end 
  
varmed = median(var2); 
x1 = 150.35:0.00001:150.65; 
fx1 = normpdf(x1,YbarBig,sqrt(varmed)); 
plot(x1,fx1) 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Random effects 
  
x2 = -0.31:0.001:0.35; 
fxA1a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(1)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA1a = fxA1a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA1 = fxA1a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA2a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(2)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA2a = fxA2a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA2 = fxA2a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA3a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(3)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA3a = fxA3a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA3 = fxA3a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA4a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(4)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA4a = fxA4a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA4 = fxA4a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA5a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(5)-YbarBig); 
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    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA5a = fxA5a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA5 = fxA5a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA6a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(6)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA6a = fxA6a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA6 = fxA6a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA7a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(7)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA7a = fxA7a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA7 = fxA7a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA8a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(8)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA8a = fxA8a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA8 = fxA8a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA9a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(9)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA9a = fxA9a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA9 = fxA9a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA10a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(10)-YbarBig); 
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    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA10a = fxA10a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA10 = fxA10a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA11a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(11)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA11a = fxA11a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA11 = fxA11a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA12a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(12)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA12a = fxA12a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA12 = fxA12a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA13a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(13)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA13a = fxA13a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA13 = fxA13a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA14a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(14)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA14a = fxA14a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA14 = fxA14a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA15a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE) 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(5)-YbarBig); 
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    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA15a = fxA15a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA15 = fxA15a/length(deltaE); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Plots similar to Wolfinger (1998) p25 plots 
  
figure(1) 
nbins = 25; 
[count, binvals] = hist(deltaE, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('deltaE'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
esort=sort(deltaE); 
perce1 = prctile(esort,2.5) 
perce2 = prctile(esort,97.5) 
  
figure(2) 
nbins = 25; 
[count, binvals] = hist(deltaA, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('deltaA'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
asort=sort(deltaA); 
perca1 = prctile(asort,2.5) 
perca2 = prctile(asort,97.5) 
  
Figure (3) 
%smooth curve of the two variance components (deltaA and deltaE) 
x=0:0.5:190; 
% x=dataY 
w = chi2pdf(x,14); 
ww=chi2pdf(x,135); 
% www=(w-ww) 
hold on; 
plot(x,w); 
plot(x,ww); 
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%ncount www; 
% plot(x,www); 
  
figure(4) 
nbins = linspace(150.35,150.65,30); 
[count, binvals] = hist(U, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
plot(x1,fx1,'-k'); 
usort=sort(U); 
percu1 = prctile(usort,2.5) 
percu2 = prctile(usort,97.5) 
  
figure(5) 
plot(x2,fxA1); 
xlabel('Random Effects'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
plot(x2,fxA2); 
plot(x2,fxA3); 
plot(x2,fxA4); 
plot(x2,fxA5); 
plot(x2,fxA6); 
plot(x2,fxA7); 
plot(x2,fxA8); 
plot(x2,fxA9); 
plot(x2,fxA10); 
plot(x2,fxA11); 
plot(x2,fxA12); 
plot(x2,fxA13); 
plot(x2,fxA14); 
plot(x2,fxA15); 
  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Plot similar to Wolfinger (1998) p28 plot 
alfa expectation tolerance interval 
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Yf = [ ]; 
var5 = [ ]; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    z4 = randn(1,1); 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    var4 = deltaE(i) + deltaA(i); 
    UU = U(i); 
    Yf1 = z4*sqrt(var4) + UU; 
    Yf = [Yf Yf1]; 
    var5 = [var5 var4]; 
end 
  
figure(6) 
x3 = 150:0.0001:151; 
varmed = median(var5); 
YfDensity = normpdf(x3,mean(U),sqrt(varmed)); 
YfSort = sort(Yf); 
disp('The Lower and Upper Tolerance Limits for the Predictive Density is 
...')  
perc1 = prctile(YfSort,2.5) 
perc2 = prctile(YfSort,97.5) 
  
yvals = 0:0.005:12; 
nbins = linspace(150,151,28); 
[count, binvals] = hist(Yf, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('Future Y'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
%plot(x3,1200*YfDensity,'-k'); 
plot(x3,3.6*YfDensity,'-k'); 
plot(perc1,yvals,'-k'); 
plot(perc2,yvals,'-k'); 
%  
% %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %alfa expectation tolerance interval (Method 2) 
%  
Yfm2 = [ ]; 
varm2 = [ ]; 
fxaem21 = 0; 
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xm2 = 149:0.0001:151.4; 
yvalsm2 = 0:0.0005:3; 
  
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    zm2 = randn(1,1); 
    varm21 = ((deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b)) + (deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    avgm2 = YbarBig; 
    Yfm21 = zm2*sqrt(varm21) + YbarBig; 
    Yfm2 = [Yfm2 Yfm21]; 
    varm2 = [varm2 varm21]; 
    fxaem21 = fxaem21 + normpdf(xm2,avgm2,sqrt(varm21)); 
end 
%  
fxaem2 = fxaem21/length(deltaE); 
Yfm2Sort = sort(Yfm2); 
disp('The Lower and Upper Tolerance Limits for the Predictive Density Using 
Method 2 is ...')  
percm21 = prctile(Yfm2Sort,2.5) 
percm22 = prctile(Yfm2Sort,97.5) 
perctest = prctile(Yfm2Sort,5) 
  
figure(7) 
plot(xm2,fxaem2); 
hold on; 
plot(percm21,yvalsm2,'-k'); 
plot(percm22,yvalsm2,'-k'); 
  
% alfa expectation tolerance interval Method 3 
Yf = [ ]; 
var5 = [ ]; 
if delta121 < deltaE1; 
delta121 = 0; 
 
end; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    z4 = randn(1,1); 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    var4 = deltaE(i) + deltaA(i); 
    UU = U(i); 
    Yf1 = z4*sqrt(var4) + UU; 
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    Yf = [Yf Yf1]; 
    var5 = [var5 var4]; 
end 
  
figure(8) 
x7 = 148.9:0.0001:151.8; 
varmed = median(var5); 
YfDensity = normpdf(x7,mean(U),sqrt(varmed)); 
YfSort = sort(Yf); 
disp('The Lower and Upper Tolerance Limits for the Predictive Density is 
...')  
perc1 = prctile(YfSort,2.5) 
perc2 = prctile(YfSort,97.5) 
 yvals = 0:0.005:12; 
nbins = linspace(150,151,28); 
[count, binvals] = hist(Yf, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('Future Y'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
%plot(x7,1200*YfDensity,'-k'); 
plot(x7,3.62*YfDensity,'-k'); 
plot(perc1,yvals,'-k'); 
plot(perc2,yvals,'-k'); 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Plot similar to Wolfinger (1998) p27 plot: (1-alpha)th Quantile 
 q = [ ]; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    q1 = UU - 1.282*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    q = [q q1]; 
end 
qsort = sort(q); 
disp('The Lower Limit for q is ...') 
perc3 = prctile(qsort,5); 
figure(9) 
yvals = 0:0.005:14; 
nbins = linspace(150.15,150.42,28); 
[count, binvals] = hist(q, nbins); 
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ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('5th Percentile'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
plot(perc3,yvals,'-k'); 
%  
%(1-alpha)th quantile using Method 2 and the Rao Blackwell Method. 
  
qnm = [ ]; 
fxqnm=0; 
xnm = 150.1:0.0001:150.5; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    varnm = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UNM = YbarBig - 1.282*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    qnm11 = randn(1,1); 
    qnm1 = (qnm11*sqrt(varnm))+UNM; 
    qnm = [qnm qnm1]; 
    fxqnm = fxqnm + normpdf(xnm,UNM,sqrt(varnm));     
end 
fxqnm1 = fxqnm/length(deltaE); 
  
qsortnm = sort(qnm); 
disp('The Lower Limit for q is ...') 
percnm = prctile(qsortnm,5); 
  
figure(10) 
yvals = 0:0.005:14; 
nbins = linspace(150.15,150.42,28); 
[countnm, binvals] = hist(qnm, nbins); 
ncountnm = 100*countnm/sum(countnm); 
bar(binvals, ncountnm, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('5th Percentile'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
plot(percnm,yvals,'-k'); 
%  
% % Figure (10) Method 3 
q = [ ]; 
 if delta121 < deltaE1; 
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    delta121=0; 
end 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    q1 = UU - 1.282*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    q = [q q1]; 
end 
qsort = sort(q); 
disp('The Lower Limit for q is ...') 
perc31 = prctile(qsort,5); 
figure(8) 
yvals = 0:0.005:14; 
nbins = linspace(150.15,150.42,28); 
[count, binvals] = hist(q, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('5th Percentile'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
plot(perc31,yvals,'-k'); 
  
figure(12) 
plot(xnm,fxqnm1); 
%  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Scatter Plot. Construction of a two-sided (alpha, delta) tolerance  
%interval, see Wolfinger p28 
  
QU = [ ]; 
QL = [ ]; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    ql = UU - 1.96*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    qu = UU + 1.96*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    QL = [QL ql]; 
    QU = [QU qu]; 
end 
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Q2=[QL;QU]'; 
BHat=mean(U); 
gamma1=0.95; 
m=max(size(QU)); 
p=round(((1-gamma1)*m)) 
p1=round(((1-gamma1)*m)-1) 
  
x1=min(QU); 
max1=max(QU); 
min1=min(QU); 
y1=-x1+2*BHat; 
y2=-max1+2*BHat; 
  
X=[(x1-0.5) max1];Y=[(y1+0.5) y2]; 
figure(10) 
plot(QU,QL,'.') 
hold on 
plot(X,Y); 
  
Check the number of points 
interval=max1:-0.01:x1; 
i=length(interval); 
j=0; 
st=0; 
gamma1=0.95; 
while (st<=p1)&(j<i), 
    j=j+1; 
    y11=-interval(1,j)+2*BHat; 
    X1=[interval(1,j),min(QU)+1]; 
    X1=[interval(1,j),min(QU)+18]; 
    Y1=[y11,y11]; 
    plot(X1,Y1); 
  
    X2=[interval(1,j),interval(1,j)]; 
    Y2=[y11,min1-1]; 
    Y2=[y1,min1-22]; 
  
    O=find(Q2(:,1)<=y11 & Q2(:,2)>=interval(1,j)); 
    st=size(O); 
end 
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figure 13 
st 
plot(X1,Y1) 
hold on 
plot(X2,Y2) 
hold on 
disp('The Two Sided Tolerance Interval Is ...') 
X=[X(1,1) X1(1,1)]; 
Y=[Y(1,1) Y1(1,1)]; 
[X1(1,1) Y1(1,1)] 
text(151.01,150.23,'150.2482'); 
text(150.78,149.96,'150.7676'); 
text(150.6,150.44,'QL = -QU+2BHat') 
xlabel('0.95th Quantile'); 
ylabel('0.05th Quantile'); 
  
%Method 3 
QU = [ ]; 
QL = [ ]; 
if delta121<deltaE1; 
    delta121=0; 
end 
if (((delta121*k+deltaE1)- deltaE1)/k)<deltaE1; 
    delta121 = 0; 
end 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    ql = UU - 1.96*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    qu = UU + 1.96*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    QL = [QL ql]; 
    QU = [QU qu]; 
end 
 Q2=[QL;QU]'; 
BHat=mean(U); 
gamma1=0.95; 
m=max(size(QU)); 
p=round(((1-gamma1)*m)) 
p1=round(((1-gamma1)*m)-1) 
  
x1=min(QU); 
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max1=max(QU); 
min1=min(QU); 
y1=-x1+2*BHat; 
y2=-max1+2*BHat; 
  
X=[(x1-0.5) max1];Y=[(y1+0.5) y2]; 
figure(10) 
plot(QU,QL,'.') 
hold on 
plot(X,Y); 
  
%Check the number of points 
interval=max1:-0.01:x1; 
i=length(interval); 
j=0; 
st=0; 
%gamma1=0.95; 
while (st<=p1)&(j<i), 
    j=j+1; 
    y11=-interval(1,j)+2*BHat; 
    X1=[interval(1,j),min(QU)+1]; 
    %X1=[interval(1,j),min(QU)+18]; 
    Y1=[y11,y11]; 
    %plot(X1,Y1); 
  
    X2=[interval(1,j),interval(1,j)]; 
    Y2=[y11,min1-1]; 
    %Y2=[y1,min1-22]; 
  
    O=find(Q2(:,1)<=y11 & Q2(:,2)>=interval(1,j)); 
    st=size(O); 
end 
%figure 14 
st 
plot(X1,Y1) 
hold on 
plot(X2,Y2) 
hold on 
disp('The Two Sided Tolerance Interval Is ...') 
X=[X(1,1) X1(1,1)]; 
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Y=[Y(1,1) Y1(1,1)]; 
[X1(1,1) Y1(1,1)] 
text(151.01,150.23,'150.2482'); 
text(150.78,149.96,'150.7676'); 
text(150.6,150.44,'QL = -QU+2BHat') 
xlabel('0.95th Quantile'); 
ylabel('0.05th Quantile'); 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Plot similar to Wolfinger (1998)p29 plot 
  
c = [ ]; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    temp = (150.30 - UU)/sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    %c1 = 1 - normcdf(temp,0,1); 
    c1 = normcdf(temp,0,1); 
    c = [c c1]; 
end 
  
AA = sort(c); 
disp('The Fixed in Advanced Tolerance Interval for S = 150.30 IS ...') 
fsort=AA; 
percf1 = prctile(fsort,2.5) 
percf2 = prctile(fsort,97.5) 
  
 figure(15) 
%nbins = linspace(0.7,1,35); 
nbins = linspace(0,0.3,35); 
[count, binvals] = hist(c, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('Content'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
size(deltaA) 
  
%  Method 3 
c = [ ]; 
%  if (((delta121*k+deltaE1)- deltaE1)/k)<deltaE1; 
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%     delta121 = 0; 
     %end; 
   if delta121 < deltaE1; 
      delta121=0; 
end; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    temp = (150.30 - UU)/sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    %c1 = 1 - normcdf(temp,0,1); 
    c1 = normcdf(temp,0,1); 
    c = [c c1]; 
end 
  
AA = sort(c); 
disp('The Fixed in Advanced Tolerance Interval for S = 150.30 IS ...') 
fsort=AA; 
percf13 = prctile(fsort,2.5) 
percf14 = prctile(fsort,97.5) 
  
figure(16) 
%nbins = linspace(0.7,1,35); 
nbins = linspace(0,0.3,35); 
[count, binvals] = hist(c, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('Content'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
size(deltaA) 
 
 
Random Effects Model for Table 3.2.2 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
format 
clc; 
clear; 
randn('seed',sum(100*clock)); 
b = 5; 
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k = 5; 
v1 = b*(k-1); 
v2 = b-1; 
dataY = [379 357 390 376 376 
         363 367 382 381 359 
         401 402 407 402 396 
         402 387 392 395 394 
         415 405 396 390 395]; 
          
        
Ybar = mean(dataY,2); 
YbarBig = mean(Ybar); 
  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Calculate v1m1 & v2m2 
  
v1m1 = 0; 
v2m2 = 0; 
for i = 1:b; 
    for j = 1:k; 
        v1m1 = v1m1 + (dataY(i,j) - Ybar(i))^2; 
    end 
end 
for i = 1:b; 
    v2m2 = v2m2 + k*(Ybar(i) - YbarBig)^2; 
end 
  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
v1m1; 
v2m2; 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
deltaE = [ ]; 
delta12 = [ ]; 
deltaA = [ ]; 
U = [ ]; 
var2 = [ ]; 
for i = 1:10000; 
    i; 
    z1 = randn(1,v1); 
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    chi2v1 = z1*z1'; 
    deltaE1 = v1m1/chi2v1; 
    z2 = randn(1,v2); 
    chi2v2 = z2*z2'; 
    delta121 = v2m2/chi2v2; 
    deltaA1 = (delta121 - deltaE1)/k; 
    z3 = randn(1,1); 
    var1 = (deltaE1 + k*deltaA1)/(k*b); 
    U1 = (z3*sqrt(var1)) + YbarBig; 
    if (delta121 > deltaE1) 
        delta12 = [delta12 delta121]; 
        deltaE = [deltaE deltaE1]; 
        deltaA = [deltaA deltaA1]; 
        U = [U U1]; 
        var2 = [var2 var1]; 
    else  
%             disp('delta121 < deltaE1'); 
            delta12 = [delta12 delta121]; 
            deltaE = [deltaE deltaE1]; 
            deltaA = [deltaA deltaA1]; 
            U = [U U1]; 
            var2 = [var2 var1];     
    end     
end 
  
varmed = median(var2); 
x1 = 330:0.01:480; 
fx1 = normpdf(x1,YbarBig,sqrt(varmed)); 
plot(x1,fx1); 
%  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Random effects 
  
x2 = -50:0.01:50; 
fxA1a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE); 
     ea = (k*deltaA(j)*(Ybar(1)-YbarBig))/(deltaE(j)-k*deltaA(j)); 
     va = 
(deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
     fxA1a = fxA1a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
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fxA1 = fxA1a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA2a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE); 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(2)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA2a = fxA2a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA2 = fxA2a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA3a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE); 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(3)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA3a = fxA3a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA3 = fxA3a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA4a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE); 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(4)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA4a = fxA4a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA4 = fxA4a/length(deltaE); 
  
fxA5a = 0; 
for j = 1:length(deltaE); 
    ea = ((k*deltaA(j))/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(Ybar(5)-YbarBig); 
    va = (deltaA(j)/(deltaE(j)+k*deltaA(j)))*(deltaE(j)+((k/b)*deltaA(j))); 
    fxA5a = fxA5a + normpdf(x2,ea,sqrt(va)); 
end 
fxA5 = fxA5a/length(deltaE); 
   
Plots similar to Wolfinger (1998) p25 plots 
  
figure(1) 
nbins = 20; 
[count, binvals] = hist(deltaA, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
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bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('deltaA'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
asort=sort(deltaA); 
perca1 = prctile(asort,2.5); 
perca2 = prctile(asort,97.5); 
  
% figure(2) 
nbins = 25; 
[count, binvals] = hist(deltaE, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('deltaE'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
esort=sort(deltaE); 
perce1 = prctile(esort,2.5); 
perce2 = prctile(esort,97.5); 
  
% figure(3)smooth curve of the two variance components (deltaA and deltaE) 
  
x=0:0.1:80; 
% x=dataY 
w = chi2pdf(x,4); 
ww=chi2pdf(x,20); 
% www=(w-ww) 
hold on; 
plot(x,w); 
plot(x,ww); 
%ncount www; 
  
% figure(4) 
nbins = linspace(330,480,30); 
[count, binvals] = hist(U, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
plot(x1,fx1,'-k'); 
usort=sort(U); 
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percu1 = prctile(usort,2.5); 
percu2 = prctile(usort,97.5); 
  
% % figure(5) 
plot(x2,fxA1); 
xlabel('Random Effects'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
plot(x2,fxA2); 
plot(x2,fxA3); 
plot(x2,fxA4); 
plot(x2,fxA5); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Plot similar to Wolfinger (1998) p28 plot 
% alfa expectation tolerance interval 
  
Yf = [ ]; 
var5 = [ ]; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    z4 = randn(1,1); 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    var4 = deltaE(i) + deltaA(i); 
    UU = U(i); 
    Yf1 = z4*sqrt(var4) + UU; 
    Yf = [Yf Yf1]; 
    var5 = [var5 var4]; 
end 
  
% figure(6) Method(1) 
x3 = 300:0.001:500; 
varmed = median(var5); 
YfDensity = normpdf(x3,mean(U),sqrt(varmed)); 
YfSort = sort(Yf); 
disp('The Lower and Upper Tolerance Limits for the Predictive Density is 
...')  
perc1 = prctile(YfSort,2.5); 
perc2 = prctile(YfSort,97.5); 
  
yvals = 0:0.001:20; 
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nbins = linspace(300,500,25); 
[count, binvals] = hist(Yf, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('Future Y'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
%plot(x3,1200*YfDensity,'-k'); 
plot(x3,3.6*YfDensity,'-k'); 
plot(perc1,yvals,'-k'); 
plot(perc2,yvals,'-k'); 
  
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
alfa expectation tolerance interval (Method 2) 
  
Yfm2 = [ ]; 
varm2 = [ ]; 
fxaem21 = 0; 
xm2 = 300:0.001:500; 
yvalsm2 = 0:0.001:0.025; 
  
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    zm2 = randn(1,1); 
    varm21 = ((deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b)) + (deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    avgm2 = YbarBig; 
    Yfm21 = zm2*sqrt(varm21) + YbarBig; 
    Yfm2 = [Yfm2 Yfm21]; 
    varm2 = [varm2 varm21]; 
    fxaem21 = fxaem21 + normpdf(xm2,avgm2,sqrt(varm21)); 
end 
  
fxaem2 = fxaem21/length(deltaE); 
Yfm2Sort = sort(Yfm2); 
disp('The Lower and Upper Tolerance Limits for the Predictive Density Using 
Method 2 is ...')  
percm21 = prctile(Yfm2Sort,2.5); 
percm22 = prctile(Yfm2Sort,97.5); 
perctest = prctile(Yfm2Sort,5); 
  
figure(7) 
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plot(xm2,fxaem2); 
hold on; 
plot(percm21,yvalsm2,'-k'); 
plot(percm22,yvalsm2,'-k'); 
  
%  Method 3 
Yf = [ ]; 
var5 = [ ]; 
if delta121 < deltaE1; 
 delta121=0; 
end 
for i = 1:length(deltaE); 
    z4 = randn(1,1); 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    var4 = deltaE(i) + deltaA(i); 
    UU = U(i); 
    Yf1 = z4*sqrt(var4) + UU; 
    Yf = [Yf Yf1]; 
    var5 = [var5 var4]; 
end 
  
figure(8) 
x3 = 300.0001:500; 
varmed = median(var5); 
YfDensity = normpdf(x3,mean(U),sqrt(varmed)); 
YfSort = sort(Yf); 
disp('The Lower and Upper Tolerance Limits for the Predictive Density is 
...'); 
perc1 = prctile(YfSort,2.5); 
perc2 = prctile(YfSort,97.5); 
  
yvals = 0:0.001:25; 
nbins = linspace(300,500,25); 
[count, binvals] = hist(Yf, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('Future Y'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
%plot(x3,1200*YfDensity,'-k') 
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plot(x3,3.6*YfDensity,'-k'); 
plot(perc1,yvals,'-k'); 
plot(perc2,yvals,'-k'); 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Plot similar to Wolfinger (1998) p27 plot: (1-alpha)th Quantile Method 1 
  
q = [ ]; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    q1 = UU - 1.282*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    q = [q q1]; 
end 
qsort = sort(q); 
disp('The Lower Limit for q is ...') 
perc3 = prctile(qsort,5); 
  
figure(9) 
yvals = 0:0.001:40; 
nbins = linspace(300,400,40); 
[count, binvals] = hist(q, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('5th Percentile'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
plot(perc3,yvals,'-k'); 
  
(1-alpha)th quantile using Method 2 and the Rao Blackwell Method. 
  
qnm = [ ]; 
fxqnm=0; 
xnm = 300:0.001:500; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    varnm = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UNM = YbarBig - 1.282*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    qnm11 = randn(1,1); 
    qnm1 = (qnm11*sqrt(varnm))+UNM; 
    qnm = [qnm qnm1]; 
    fxqnm = fxqnm + normpdf(xnm,UNM,sqrt(varnm));     
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end 
fxqnm1 = fxqnm/length(deltaE); 
  
qsortnm = sort(qnm); 
disp('The Lower Limit for q is ...') 
percnm = prctile(qsortnm,5) 
  
figure(10) 
yvals = 0:0.001:40; 
nbins = linspace(300,400,40); 
[countnm, binvals] = hist(qnm, nbins); 
ncountnm = 100*countnm/sum(countnm); 
bar(binvals, ncountnm, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('5th Percentile'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
plot(percnm,yvals,'-k'); 
  
% Method 3 
q = [ ]; 
if delta121 < deltaE1; 
 delta121=0; 
end 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var10 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    q1 = UU - 1.282*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    q = [q q1]; 
end 
qsort = sort(q); 
disp('The Lower Limit for q is ...') 
perc10 = prctile(qsort,5); 
  
figure(11) 
yvals = 0:0.001:40; 
nbins = linspace(300,400,40); 
[count, binvals] = hist(q, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('5th Percentile'); 
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ylabel('Percentage'); 
hold on; 
plot(perc10,yvals,'-k'); 
  
figure(12) 
plot(xnm,fxqnm1); 
%  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Scatter Plot. Construction of a two-sided (alpha, delta) tolerance  
interval, see Wolfinger p28 
  
QU = [ ]; 
QL = [ ]; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    ql = UU - 1.96*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    qu = UU + 1.96*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    QL = [QL ql]; 
    QU = [QU qu]; 
end 
  
Q2=[QL;QU]'; 
BHat=mean(U); 
gamma1=0.95; 
m=max(size(QU)); 
p=round(((1-gamma1)*m)); 
p1=round(((1-gamma1)*m)-1); 
  
x1=min(QU); 
max1=max(QU); 
min1=min(QU); 
y1=-x1+2*BHat; 
y2=-max1+2*BHat; 
  
X=[(x1-0.5) max1];Y=[(y1+0.5) y2]; 
figure(12) 
plot(QU,QL,'.') 
hold on; 
plot(X,Y); 
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%Check the number of points 
interval=max1:-0.001:x1; 
i=length(interval); 
j=0; 
st=0; 
%gamma1=0.95; 
while (st<=p1)&(j<i), 
    j=j+1; 
    y11=-interval(1,j)+2*BHat; 
    X1=[interval(1,j),min(QU)+1]; 
    %X1=[interval(1,j),min(QU)+18]; 
    Y1=[y11,y11]; 
    %plot(X1,Y1); 
  
    X2=[interval(1,j),interval(1,j)]; 
    Y2=[y11,min1-1]; 
    %Y2=[y1,min1-22]; 
  
    O=find(Q2(:,1)<=y11 & Q2(:,2)>=interval(1,j)); 
    st=size(O); 
end 
% figure(13) 
st; 
plot(X1,Y1) 
hold on 
plot(X2,Y2) 
hold on 
disp('The Two Sided Tolerance Interval Is ...') 
X=[X(1,1) X1(1,1)]; 
Y=[Y(1,1) Y1(1,1)]; 
[X1(1,1) Y1(1,1)] 
text(400,370,'342.63'); 
text(390,350,'436.31'); 
text(400,330,'QL = -QU+2BHat') 
xlabel('0.95th Quantile'); 
ylabel('0.05th Quantile'); 
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% Method 3 
QU = [ ]; 
QL = [ ]; 
if delta121<deltaE1; 
    delta121=0; 
end 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    ql = UU - 1.96*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    qu = UU + 1.96*sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    QL = [QL ql]; 
    QU = [QU qu]; 
end 
  
Q2=[QL;QU]'; 
BHat=mean(U); 
gamma1=0.95; 
m=max(size(QU)); 
p=round(((1-gamma1)*m)); 
p1=round(((1-gamma1)*m)-1); 
  
x1=min(QU); 
max1=max(QU); 
min1=min(QU); 
y1=-x1+2*BHat; 
y2=-max1+2*BHat; 
  
X=[(x1-0.5) max1];Y=[(y1+0.5) y2]; 
figure(13) 
plot(QU,QL,'.') 
hold on; 
plot(X,Y); 
  
Check the number of points 
interval=max1:-0.001:x1; 
i=length(interval); 
j=0; 
st=0; 
gamma1=0.95; 
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while (st<=p1)&(j<i), 
    j=j+1; 
    y11=-interval(1,j)+2*BHat; 
    X1=[interval(1,j),min(QU)+1]; 
    X1=[interval(1,j),min(QU)+18]; 
    Y1=[y11,y11]; 
    plot(X1,Y1); 
  
    X2=[interval(1,j),interval(1,j)]; 
    Y2=[y11,min1-1]; 
    Y2=[y1,min1-22]; 
  
    O=find(Q2(:,1)<=y11 & Q2(:,2)>=interval(1,j)); 
    st=size(O); 
end 
figure(14) 
st; 
plot(X1,Y1) 
hold on 
plot(X2,Y2) 
hold on 
disp('The Two Sided Tolerance Interval Is ...') 
X=[X(1,1) X1(1,1)]; 
Y=[Y(1,1) Y1(1,1)]; 
[X1(1,1) Y1(1,1)] 
text(400,370,'342.63'); 
text(390,350,'436.31'); 
text(400,330,'QL = -QU+2BHat') 
xlabel('0.95th Quantile'); 
ylabel('0.05th Quantile'); 
  
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Plot similar to Wolfinger (1998)p29 plot Method 1 
  
c = [ ]; 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    temp = (350 - UU)/sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    c1 = 1 - normcdf(temp,0,1); 
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    c1 = normcdf(temp,0,1); 
    c = [c c1]; 
end 
  
AA = sort(c); 
disp('The Fixed in Advanced Tolerance Interval for S = 350 IS ...') 
fsort=AA; 
percf1 = prctile(fsort,2.5); 
percf2 = prctile(fsort,97.5); 
  
figure(15) 
nbins = linspace(0.7,1,25); 
nbins = linspace(0,0.4,25); 
[count, binvals] = hist(c, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('Content'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
size(deltaA) 
  
Method 3  figure(16) 
c = [ ]; 
if delta121 < deltaE1; 
    delta121 = 0 
end 
for i = 1:length(deltaE) 
    var3 = (deltaE(i) + k*deltaA(i))/(k*b); 
    UU = U(i); 
    temp = (350 - UU)/sqrt(deltaE(i) + deltaA(i)); 
    c1 = 1 - normcdf(temp,0,1); 
    c1 = normcdf(temp,0,1); 
    c = [c c1]; 
end 
  
AA = sort(c); 
disp('The Fixed in Advanced Tolerance Interval for S =350 IS...') 
fsort=AA; 
percf12 = prctile(fsort,2.5); 
percf13 = prctile(fsort,97.5); 
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figure(13) 
nbins = linspace(0.7,1,25); 
nbins = linspace(0,0.4,25); 
[count, binvals] = hist(c, nbins); 
ncount = 100*count/sum(count); 
bar(binvals, ncount, 'barwidth', 1); 
xlabel('Content'); 
ylabel('Percentage'); 
size(deltaA); 
 
